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atuAy iwas un&ertakea to investigate the relationehip 
between Inoidental learning end ooadltlone of praotloe*
The subject* used in thle investi r tlon oonelated of etxty grade 
nine female high eohocl etu&ente with fifteen student* randomly aaelgned 
to eeeh of the following four groupe# the moeeed practice group with 
irrelevant stimuli, the eoeeed prwotiee group without irrelevant 
stimuli, the distributed pr&otioe group with irrelevant stimuli, and 
the dietributed practice group without irrelevant stimuli* All the 
eubjeot* were instructed to learn a list of nonsense syllables presented 
on a memory druat* Thoy iwere given thirty trials on the above Inten­
tional task* The irrelevant stimuli consisted of ten different Geomet­
rical figures arranged so that a different geometrical figure appeared 
in the memory drum window to the right of each nonsense syllable, A 
record iwas kept of the number of nonsense syllables correctly antici­
pated by all subject# for each trial* the subjects making up the two 
experimental groups were toctwd for incidental learning of the geomet­
rical figure* immediately after the thirtieth anticipation trial on the 
memory drum* Incidental learning was tested by the method* of free 
recall and serial recall*
A t-te#t revealed that mo significant difference wo* obtained in 
the amount of Incidental looming under massed practice condition# a* 
compared to that obtained under condition* of distributed practice.
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A* would be ezpeoted the analysis of v&riane* iadloated that there wae 
a slgnlfloant difference in the amount of nonaonse syllables learned 
under distributed practice ^s compared to the amount learned under 
massed pmotios.
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$b* author wl*b#* to expreea hie gratitude to Dr, J, B* Oollagaa 
for hie direotioa and guidanoe, which made the execution of tbia atudy 
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The aoaoept of "iahlbltioa* a* defined belov ha# bee* postulated 
to t&* difference# la reflex behavior, th* perforaa&o# of motor,
p#yo&&*aotar *a& verbal task* wa&er oooditiOB# of *aae#d and distributed 
praotio# (Pavlov, 1927# i, 1$4); Borland, 1996a# Woodworth aod 
Bohloeberg, 195&# Byeeaok, 1957*)+ More apeolfloally, Bull, Bovlaad, 
Bo*#, Ball, Perkiaa and Fltdb {l? o), Bull ('*43), Woodworth and 
3ohlo#ber# (1954), aad Ua&erweod (1357) we* »& inhibition oonatroot to 
aooount for differaaoe* in perf&rmane# with aerial verbal learning 
under m&eaed and distributed pr&otioe, although Underwood tend* to favor 
&n interfere*#* iaterpretetiOA* &l*o Bull *t *1 {l94o). Hall (1943), 
Woodworth and debloebarg (1954) and Eyeenek (1957) make uae of an 
inhibition footer la #%pl*iaiB# the pheooaoaoD of ramlnlaoano# whloh 
tend# to be a by product of gassed pr&otiee, Raalnleoenoe i# defined 
a# the "*roo*ll or tcoo piition, without iut.' VOAi,. overt praotioo.,- of 
item# previoualy learned but not reoall&bl# » an iaeroweat in » prao- 
tioed *ot after a period of nonpraotio*** (Boglieh & English, I/5 , 
9#457)# Sbg&lah and Ebgliah (1958, p*3#2) doflB* iahibitian a# 
"reatpainiag or atopping a proooe# from oeattauiaG, or preventing a 
prooeea from atortia#, although the usual etimolu# la preeont# a hyp*" 
thotioal Borvoo# atate or prooae# that brings about the reataeint".
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a
Inhibition le a&ld to bo more gulokly aad dlaBlp&tad a&r*
slowly under ooBdltloa* of oeaaeà praotlo* &a eompared to digtrlbuted 
praetlao ooa&ltlem## aa a result perfarGgae# la g&aa&ally superior 
QBd#r &l*trlb&tea pr&otlce* Thla lohl&ltloa la OaMaidercd to be & 
o&gAtlv* drive alall&r to fatigue, and ie aaaool&t d with & teadoRoy 
to emold. perfarmimg th* taak giving rise tc % $&aativ* drive (Boll, 
1143)* In t&* present study loblbltioa vili o* aaeomed to exist If a 
ei&alfioaRt atatiatloal dlffereooe la th# awmber of aoaeeaae syllabise 
learned oader massed end dietriboted practise oaa be demoaetrated,
!Myer* sad Biller (1954) believe that performaooa of a aoBOtonou* task 
give* riee to feelio&e of boredom aod 81an*#r (1953) bold# that tbs 
len@*r *8 orfsaio* peroeivea a atiBolwe+objeot th% greater the amount 
of etimwlu# satiation (boredoa*lika sffoot) built up to it, and as a 
result the organies will toad to avoid thl# etimwlus &Bd seek cut 
different stimuli* A mogmebat similar theory is held by ]W#mtgc8ery 
(195&),
If a greater dsgre# of iahibltica (futlgue) and/or stimula* satiation 
(b@r#d@&) is bailt up when perforeiBg a task under massed practice 
oOBditiosa than uader distributed practice ooaditioaa, this inhibitory 
atat# will be associated with a need to seek a change, i*c# a need to 
search for novel or new ^tfnuli* It i* postulated la the present study 
that tbs above condition* of ta&k pcrfoamanos will lead to a relatively 
greater degree of incidental learning* Incidental learning in the 
present study will b* iwh&t Postman (1964, p*l&7) describe# as Type II 
incidental learning* Be state#*
%a Type II of incidental learning the 3 is glvea a specific
learning t&#k but during practice i# *l#o exposed to
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or que* which arc uol covered by the looming 
Instruction*# Hi* retention for those feature* of the 
situation which ore not relevant to the task speolflsd 
in the original Inatruotiono dofinoo the ooouat of inci­
dental looming, and the nooauro obtained will amln be 
a function of the test#
The irrelevant stimuli of the present etudy will have no diroot 
relation to the stimuli which the subjects have been instructed to 
learn, i*s» they will belong to the olase of Type II incidental learning 
which Postman reform to as "extrinsic" to the "experimenter-defined 
loomin task#" By presenting subject* with an opportunity to observe 
novel stimuli While perforoin# a task under maseed or distributed 
practice condition#, it 1* predicted that under magscd practice condi­
tion* the subjects will be able to recall aad/6r recognise more novel 
stimuli (incidental learning ivill be greater)# Tha present ctudy 1* 
designed to test this hypothesis.
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BAOKOBOURD AHD RELATED aBSBW&GB 
Theoretical Baek&rouBi
A* m#Btloa@d la tha general Introduatioa, attaapta to explain th# 
differential effect* of messed and epaeed practice largely appeal to 
#089 interfering or inhibitory condition that weaken* quickly with reet, 
The concept of inhibition le 1 . >rtant for this etudy as it is aeeumed 
that an Inhibitory-like effect will be generated by the method of pre- 
eentiag the experimental ottmull to the subject* of this study# The 
above assumption is based on the fact that the conditions of practice 
used in the present study are eomewhat similar to those used in other 
studies which produced certain effects which expsrimsotofe have explained 
by making nee of an inhibitory concept* The theoretical background for 
the present study ha# to do largely with a theory of inhibition outlined 
by Byssnck (1957)* Inasmuch as ByosBOk#* theory developed from Bull** 
inhibition theory and certain modification* of it, and also because 
Byesnok uses certain concept* of Bull#*, a brief overview of Hull#* 
theory along with modification* will be presented, before relating the 
present study to gyesnok#* outline#
Habit (sBr) a* outlined by Bhll (1943) is said to exist when an 
association between a etimalu* and a response ha* been developed a* a 
result of a number of reinforced repetition* of a *ti*ulu*-re*pon*e 
sequenoe, A habit can be considered to be weak or strong and the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5strength of th# hsbit, i.e. tha etrongtb of the ettanlus-eesponss 
aaeoolatioa, is inferred fro# the relation between the number of rein- 
foroea repetitions of th# stimalua-respon## ssqweooe ##& th* probability 
that the reapana# will be *llelt#& on presentation of tha stimulus*
Tb# symbol sBr (reaction potential) ie used to represent the performans# 
of a habit# Bull conceptualise# such condition# a# need for oxygen, 
food and ##%, etc, as basic drive# (b)* In Bull*# theory the agsumptlon 
is mad* that habit and drive interact multlplioatively resulting in 
performance# Th* equation describing this relationship is# #8r « f(#Br) 
% f(b)* Bull also postulate# two type# cf Inhibition, vis#, reactive 
inhibition (ir) and conditioned inhibition (sir) which are in competition 
with reaction potential* When combined they are called inhibitory 
potential; and when a sufficient amount exist# it can make ineffective 
th* existing habit# aeactive inhibition ie similar to pain or tirodne##, 
built up gradually through the occurrence of similar responses. A# a 
result it tends to prevent th* future occurrence of this response and 
therefore inhibit# reaction potential (sErj# Due to the discomfort that 
take# place when fatigue is present th* reactive inhibition act# as a 
iwkgxttiv# dkrive tfhiidh ifbgwi asmdiwaed bgr ia&aotiiritar ojT ta&e pcrtioolar 
response, give# rise to reinforcement of ncnrespondtng (conditioned 
inhibition, sir). The summation of sir and Ir produce# a general state 
of inhibition (ir)# Bbll inoludss Ir omd sir in his basic formula as 
indicated# sBr # (D X s8r) * (I* + sir),
When Ir is subtracted from sBr, what is left is referred to as th* 
affective reactioa potential (sBr)# Bhll (l943f p#2@4) states* *Th# 
effective reaction potential (sBr), 1#*#, that reaction potential which
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6i* actually available for the evocation of action (a), 1# the reaction
potential (eBr) lee* tha total inhibitory potential (If)," Bia equation
for the above ie tha following* #Sr * *Br - Ir
,&oooriiag to Ball, the antecedent ooniltioa loading to tha production
of reactive iBhibitiao ie the eeownt of work (v) required in performing
th# particular reopen##. Concerning thie, Bÿeenck (1957, p*55) etat»#*
"In e*i»ing upon thi# *wcrk# explanation of reactive inhibition, which
had originally been advanced by Mowrer (l943) and Hiller (lp4l), Bull
TWB# enabled to keep his theory *pcfipherali8t* in oontradietinotion to
the Pavlovien concept of Inhibition, which i# central," In regard# to
th# above type of central inhibition a# opposed to a strictly peripheral
form of ihhibitidn, ayseook (1957, 9*56*57) desoribse it &e follows#
The term central , , # mean# anywhere within th* central 
asrvcu# #y#tc* fro* a point separated by at least on# 
iqyBap## from th# receptor organ on th# on# side, tc^a 
]point *#parat#d by at least one synapse fro* th# effeotor 
organ on th# other. It is quit* possible, of oour##, 
that additional to this central type of inhibition such 
fectcrs a# muscular fatigue, receptor adaptation, and sc 
forth ploy a part in many of the phenomena dioouosed 
under th# heading of inhibition,
Tbs validity of Bull#* Inhibition theory is questioned fro* two 
directions, First, logical contradictions within the theory Itoelf and 
second, soo# #%p#ria#ats present result# which are unfavorable to th* 
theory* In the latter cas# Ellis (1953) lists a number of studies which 
faibto confirm the view that inhibition is a function of work and 
instead suggssktbat Ir, i,e, rsactivs inhibition, is independent of 
effort. In another study by Amman# (1955)* * good dsal of reaotiv# 
inhibition was built up oven though tbs task involved was mainly a 
perceptual an# where almost a complete lack of work was involved, Tbs
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7task wa# tracing a line from ana runbor to the next la a aeriaa*
Again, it i* very unlikely that the work hypotheel* or peripheral 
origin of Inhibition can be offered aa an explanation of an experiment 
don* by Borland and Kurte (1951), Unlur twelve eubjeot# who were given 
the tack of learning liete of noneeaee syllables by the aerial antici­
pation method, the above author# oboervod tnat when the eubjeot# were 
required to do addition problem# juat previous to the learning of the 
syllable#, a greater amount of "raalnisoenos" occurred than when the 
subject# were not required to do the above addition problems. In 
explaining the phenoosBoa of roainlBcenoo #om# authors, Eysenck (l957) 
and Bovlond (1936b) for example, emphaslae the role of inhibition. In 
th# above mentioned experiment (Borland and Burts, 1951), the fact that 
more reminiscence occurred for the llet of nonsense syllables which was 
preceded by the addition problems, suggest# that this combination of 
tasks produced a greater accumulation of inhibition which dlasipated 
after a short interval of time, hence the greater amount of reminiscence* 
On tbs other hand less reminiscence took place when a rest interval was 
inserted between tbs addition task and the serial learning of nonssns# 
syllables which suggest# that tbs acoumulatad inhibition built up fbom 
the addition task wo# allowed to dissipate, The smaller amount of 
remlniscsncs which did occur reflects tie dissipation of the smaller 
amount of inhibition accumulated from the serial learning of nonsense 
syllables. It would be very difficult to attribut# the inhibition 
implied in the above differential amounts of reminiscence to a physical 
work hypothesis,
Further evidence which tends to oaet doubt on Bull*# work
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8explanation of roaotiv* Inhibition ie iaplied In Irion and Guatafeo&'a 
(1952) study# Bubjeoto wero required to perform on a pursuit rotor 
under massed praotioo fOr five minutes» Immediately after performing 
this task half of the subjects practised for a further five minutes but 
this time using the other hand, The control group la the meantime va# 
given a five minute rest period before bain: required to practise the 
same task with their other hand* Tha results shoved that th* control 
group performed significantly better with their other hand than th* 
group which did not receive a rest ^^riod, The detrimental effects of 
massed practice carried over from on* band to th* other and did not 
localise in the hand muscles used in the first five minute task# On# 
explanation is that inhibition area* from an origin other than just a 
peripheral one; otherwise the inhibition vould have been expootcd to 
have been limited in location to the nuscles used in th* first five 
mim*tes#
Other evidence which appears to question Bull** work response 
produced inhibition theory is found in a number of classical conditioning 
experiment# carried out by Pavlov and his co-workers, Portinent to the 
above Is the phenomenon of "subsero" extinction# The extinction of a 
classical conditioned response ooours by rcpouL^dly presenting the 
conditioned stimulus to an organism (dog) without the unconditioned 
stimulus until twu conditioned response ie no lon/ur ulloited by the 
ooadltlooed stimulus# The conditioned stimulus 1# the "bri&inally 
ineffective stimulus for a given response that, by th* experimental 
procedure cf conditlonln -, has become capable of eliciting that response*. 
The conditioned roeponse is the "new response that is elicited by a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
given mttealn# after oonditloaln#."# Conditioning refor* to the
experimental proeedur* wherein two stimuli are presented 
in oloee temporal proximity. One of them has a reflex 
or previously enquired oooneotlon with a certain response, 
whereas the other ie not an adequate stimulus to the 
response in question, Consequent upon such paired pres­
entation of the two stimuli, usually many times repeated, 
the second stimulus acquires the potentiality of evoking 
a response very like the response provoked by the other 
stimulus. The first-mentioned stimulus is called the 
unconditioned stimulus, the eeccnd-oentloned is the con­
ditioned stimulus, Th# original response is the uncon­
ditioned response, the newly acquired response for the 
conditioned stimulus is the conditioned response^»
(Boglisb & Shgiish, 1958, p.10?)*
Pavlov (1927) showed that one# extinction of a conditioned response 
has taken place (to the point that It completely disappears) by tbs 
method of presenting th# conditioned stimulus repeatedly in the absence 
cf reinforcement (unconditioned stimulus), the potential evocation of 
th# conditioned response can be diminished still further by continuing 
to present the conditioned stimulus to the organism without reinforce­
ment ("subserc" extinction). During this continued presentation of the 
conditioned stimulus th# conditioned response is still not elicited*
Thle further diminishing of the potential evocation of the conditioned
response 1# shown when the conditioned response is teeted for "sponta­
neous recovery*. When a conditioned response has been extir uiahed, It
can often he elloiwoU a win after a period of rest, th a response
strength 1# diminished. This phenomenon is referred to as spontaneous 
recovery. It is fbund that th# conditioned response observed in "spon­
taneous recovery", after a period of rest, is much weaker under "sub- 
sero" extinction conditions than under th# usual extinction conditions, 
thus demoastretin that response+produoed inhibition is not the only 
explanation of response doorement.
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Farther, S#w*rd and Levy (19&9) conditioned rata to obtain food la 
a goal box at the end of a runway by travelling an elevated pathway 
from a etarttn# platfora to a #aal platform. After conditioning, one 
group of rata waa placed dirootly in t& box when it was empty of 
food and permitted to eae that the reinforcement was no longer there. 
They war» left in the goal box for two oinutoa* The control r&ta were 
placed in a neutral box % for two mlnatea, Thl* treataent vaa applied 
five timea to each group* The following day both groupe were given 
extinction triala# Extinction wac conaidored to have occurred when th# 
eubjeot remained in the etarting box A for &a Ion# am three minute*.
The group that had been able to *#@ before hand that the food woe no 
longer In the goal box extingulmhed aignificantly more quickly than th# 
control group* Thie experiment *u:co9tad that the eight of the empty 
goal box contributed to the extinction of the conditioned running 
respona# without the oiroaiem bovin# to emit the running ,vn@e,
Thea# reaulte were offered aa support for a #ign*l#arnin# interpretation 
and ###m to oppose Bull*# response-produced inhibition theory of res- 
pen## deoremsnt#
Critic# have also attacked certain inconsistencies or weakness## 
in Hull## inhibition theory Itself, For loBtaaoe, Oagood (1953) criti­
cise# Hull*# inhibition theory bccaua# he oubtraets both Ir, th# 
fbtlgq@*producQd inhibition and #Ir, the conditioned Inhibition, fkom 
tb# reaction potential sEr instead cf from the habit strength, sHp# 
Gonoeruiag the above* Osgood (1953# p*347) states*
Expressed in ordinary language, this seem# to mean that 
Bull looked upon all inhibitory process## a# damping 
porfcrma&o# rather than as 8üb*ractlB# from provioualy
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learned habit strength* In other worda, habite &re never 
unlearned* I* thl* paradoxloal? C%* nay envia*#* her* a 
cluttering up of the peyche with outooded habita, but 
with our eeanty knowledge of the neural nature of habit, 
thla need not be dlaturblnc# Remaining within Hull*a 
general framework. It atlli oould be aaaumed that #Ir, am 
& negative habit phenomenon, aubtraota directly from aHr, 
a positive habit phenomenon (indeed It @eea# reasonable 
that the tendanoy not to make a raaponee ahould be the 
reelprooal of th* tendenoy to make that roeponee, that 
the strengthening of the former ohould oc the earn* thing 
a* the weakening of the latter). Pktiguo+produoed Inhi­
bition, Ir, would etill euaaate olgebraloally with *Br, 
elnoe both are performance construct#.
Eyeeack le etill not satisfied with this change loaemuoh a# Bull 
has Ir, which eymbollaea » negative drive, subtracting from performanc# 
(sBr)* Be refera to a paper done by Gwynne Jones (1958) In which Jones 
makes positive suggestion* on how Bull'* theory might be made Internally 
more consistent. The changes he euggeats are a* follows* subtract 
negative drive (ir) fro* positive drive (D) and multiply the existing 
drive remaining, whether positive or negative, by the remainder which 
results from subtracting conditioned inhibition (*lr), a negative habit, 
from the existing positive habit (sBr), Bow the net reaction potential 
(*8r) become# equal to th# product arising from multiplying the above 
remaining drive, after subtraction, by th# above remaining habit after 
subtraction, Jones* formulation of th# above prooes* is*
#Br - f[(D Ir) I (sBr - elr)^
Eysenck accapting the above formulation of Jones refuses to use 
th# symbol Ir because of it* previous connection with peripheral phenom­
enon and its being traditionally dependent on amount of work performed. 
Be ie alec opposed to it because cf its additive algebraic relationship 
to conditioned inhibition. Be therefore, conceptualizes Ir as & nega­
tive, central drive and symbolises it as (D-), In regards to positive
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drive he symbolisée this aa (D*) and his formula in expanded fora ie#
#âr # f(D+ X #Bk) + f(D+ X elr) + 2(2- X #8r) + f(D* % *Ir)
The above formula expressed verbally has the following asaaing* The 
effective reaction potential la equal to positive drive (food depriva­
tion, etc#) multiplied by positive habit (a stimulus-responae connection 
developed through a number cf reinforced repetitions), plus positive 
drive multiplied by nsGotlve habit (habit of not respou . ), plus 
negative drive (leading to the cesoation of activity) multiplied by 
positive habit, plus negative drive multiplied by negative habit* Ocn- 
earning the above formula Eysenck (1957, p,58) states#
Bach cf the four terms in this equation contain# tha 
product cf a drive and a habit, and these products ,gge 
additive and produce effective reaction potential #8r.
It should be noted, of course, IhaL D- is a negative 
drive, i*e* a drive leading to the cessation of activity, 
and that sir is a negative habit of not responding*
Thus, while D* X sKr would give rise to a positive sBr,
2- ;& sBr would give rise to a negative perforoanos, i*s* 
a failure to react* Of particular interest in this con­
nection is the last term in the equation* Both D- and 
sir have a negative sign, ec that their product should 
be positive, i*e* a negative drive in conjunction with a 
negative habit should produce a positive reaction# The 
phenomenon of disinhlbitlon may be tentatively thought 
to fall under this coteicry*
Bsferring to the above expected positive reaction which Eysenck 
holds will occur iwhsn D- is multiplied by sir, Jones (1958, p,130) 
states*
Such a stats of affairs would occur rarely in practios, 
but may furnish a theoretical explanation of such phenom­
ena a# tb# "ultraparadcxioal" phase cf inhibition cbssrvsd 
by Pavlov* Tbs various inhibitory states of the organism 
induced by Pavlov in various ways may be considered as 
inhibitory drive states akin to reactive inhibition* In 
advanced stagus cf such inhibition, Pavlov noted that 
positive conditioned stimuli tended to loss thsir effect, 
whereas "well developed negative stimuli" (i*s*, wham sir
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was predomiaaat) "acquired definite exolt&tory propertlea", 
Eysenck (1957) diaouaaee the changée that occur in behavior ae 
learning develop#* E# follow# quite closely Kimble*# (1949, 1952) 
extension of Bull*# theory in which Kimble treat# of th# growth of 
reactive inhibition* Kimble describee reactive inhibition a# a nega­
tive drive very eimiler to the avoidance of pain* All reaponee# that 
are effortful produce thie inhibition whether the particular roeponeo# 
are reinforced or otherwiee, and reat interval# allow the Inhibition to 
dieeipate* 8ino* reactive inhibition 1# a negative drive, Kimble 
auggeat# that Ir incrcaeea to the point when it cancel# out or neutral­
ise# positive drive (aubjeot*# motivation to perform th* task). At 
thi# point a reet p#w#e will automatically occur* Eysenck refer# to 
the above a# an involuntary reet pan##* During this reet pan## Ir will 
decrease leaving D+ relatively stronger. Once D+ become# aigoifioantly 
stronger performance once again u.cu/u, The equation deaeribia the 
above i# a# follow*:
(9+ % WUrj + (B- X eWr)
Th# duration cf the re#t pane* ie & fhnotion cf th* speed at which Ir 
dissipate#. When Ir is slGOifioaatly reduced the organism begin# per­
forming the particular task it ha# been motivated to do and this per­
formance will coatlBue until a sufficient degree of Ir is built up and 
once again neutralises the positive drive (D+), In regards to the 
present study it is assumed that during the oeaaatlon cf performance 
(D- balance# D+) the organism performs some other rospcn#* (voluntarily 
or Involuntarily seeks out or react* to novel stimuli).
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It la to be expeotod th&t the oeatr&l inhibition theory outlined 
by Eyeenok would predict th&t (a) when etlauli are preeented to an 
organiem repeatedly, over a certain length of time (maeeed presentation) 
or (b) when an organisa prnotiaea a relatively new activity under 
meaeed practice condition*, performance will be Inferior than if the 
above situation* were interrupted by reet intervals (distributed prac­
tice)# It would follow from Ey*enak*e outline that negative drive D- 
would accumulate mors quickly under massed practice than under spaced 
practice# The reason for t i* i* that a certain amount of D- would 
diseipste during th* reet interval* under distributed practice but with 
massed practice tbi* dissipation of D* would be hijbl/ improbable* A# 
a result D- would eventually reach the point when it was equal to D+, 
at which time aa involuntary rest pause would take piece*
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Yariou# *%p*rlm*atar* will be mentioned who ease to support tb* 
contention that inhibition build# up when an organism repeatedly per­
forms a task especially under masoed conditions. Following this, 
experiments will be presented whioh generally indicate that performano# 
Is superior when distributed practice is used as compared to massed 
practice as would be expected from the inhibition theory just outlined# 
Superior performance under distributed practice can mean, dependin. on 
tbs particular activity being observed, fewer errors emitted in reaohing 
criterion, less trials to reach a criterion of performance, more verbal 
stimuli learned within a given tias Interval or number of trials, a 
greater number of correct motor responses emitted la a certain period 
cf time or number of trials, and a greater facility in eliciting a 
conditioned reflex* A short discussion on whether it 1* the performance 
and/or learning of a task which is effected by massed and distributed 
practice will follow the above outline of experiments.
Imbibition and Practice Conditions
Oa&ood (1953# p*50?) states* "Most theorise Assigned to account for 
the superiority of distributed practio# over massed practice postulate 
soma interfsriaa or inhibitory process that dissipates with rest** 
Pavlov (1927) observed that th* strength of conditioned reflexes can be
15
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iMWdbmMkl 0v*n though the rGlnforola? utimulua 1# atlll being applied. 
Pavlov reaaonad that the conditioned atiaull# when proaeated over a 
prolonged period of tla# and especially when applied under maaeed praa* 
tic* oondltione, i.e. with brief time intervale between preeent&tlona, 
become inhibiting in their effect of eliciting the conditioned refler.
In epeekin# about bo* a weakened reflex may be helped to recover 
its strength, JPavlov make# several euggeetlooa, such aa not using the 
conditioned stimulus & large number of times in any one experiment and 
preferably uwin? It only onoe* When a particular experiment require# 
that the conditioned stimulus be used a large number of times Pavlov 
suggests that th$ elicitation of the conditioned response be interrupted 
for a few days* In ehcrt, h# appear# to be suggesting using distributsd 
practice»
Woodworth and SWbloeberg (193&* p#788) also make use of the concept 
of inhibition» For instance, they state» "The work decrement often 
aeeo in maaeed trials, * » # can be laid to the accumulation of inhibi­
tion#»" gyeenok (1937) also explains the difference in performance 
under massed end distributed practice by a theory of inhibition# In 
addition. Bull ot #1 (l94o) make use of an inhibitory construct in 
explaining the differential effect# of massed and distributed practice 
in rote learning#
In conclusion, a number 4&f authors account for the differential 
effect# of massed and distributed practice by stressing the part played 
by inhibition which arises from massed practice#
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The following etudiea demonatr&te on the whole that dietributed 
practice under varicue conditlona and in numerous learning altuatlone 
loads to superior performance than massed practice* leuba and Byde 
(1905) studied the effect of varying rest intervale while learning to 
transcribe Bogllsh prose into German script* The time intervale used 
were 12, 34, 48 end 72 hour# with length of practice kept constant, 
])uring the initial period of learning the 24«hour rest intervale proved 
most effective while at the later stage of learning tbs 48*bour interval 
proved nest beneficial* The I2*hcur interval was the least beneficial. 
Using a code substitution task, Pyle (ipl)) discovered that a 24-bour 
interval interpolated between trials was more effective than masosd 
praotlo#* This state of affaire held true with trials of 13, 30, 43, 
and 60 minutes in length* The same author found that a group of third- 
grade children given on arithmetic learning task, did much better when 
given 10 minutes of practice each day for 10 consecutive days than 
another group which worked on the task for two l@*miBute periods, twice 
dally OB five consecutive days* loi (l930)$ using a perceptual motor 
task compared result# obtained under massed practice with results 
obtained under distributed practice. It was found that two forme of 
distributed practice (one minute interval and 34 hour interval between 
trials) led to superior results than did the massed practice condition,
17
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latervala of oo* minute wore very nearly oo benefiol*! aa interval# of 
00* day, Bardy*8 (1930) aubjeoto performed @a a otylu* mas* better 
with eborter and longer period# of rest than with rest period# of 
moderate length* Be aleo found that short practice periods interpo­
lated between rests of different length* give rise to résulta which 
are superior to those obtained when longer praotioe period# are ueed.
In addition* Travis (1937) oompared the outooB* of using 3 minute, 20 
minute, 4, 8, 72, and 130 hour rest période after a number of sessions 
following one after another of 3 ainutee of oontinuou* practice on the 
pursuit-osoillator* The 20 minute reot period proved to be the moat 
benefioial, The result# observed under the 3-miBUte rest interval were 
the next beet, Jane* (l930), using children a* subject# in an experl* 
mont on the oondltioned galvanic akin reopen**, discovered that, when 
the conditioned and unconditioned otimulua were given in massed pres­
entations, the corrsepoBding responses were weakened in atrength but 
recovered after an interval of on* day intervened before any mors stim­
uli were applied, Bbmphrey# (l94o) u#io& the conditioned eyelid 
reepon#*, discovered that hi# subjects acquired this response f&stsr 
when 60 seconds rather than 30 seconda wo# used a# trial intervals.
In still another study using a motor performance task, Travis (1939) 
demcnetrated that the meet efficient learning 1# obtained when longer 
practice period# are amaoolatcd with longer reat periods, Finally, in 
an experiment where the task ws# rapid manipulation of small peg#, 
Kimble and Bilodeau (1949), observed that deoreaaing the time spent 
working on the t&ak play# a more important part in improving learning 
than increasing the time of rest intervale*
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Oouatl#*# other otu&lea have boon performed and they aa well a* 
the 0808 cited here, fCr the acet part, present evidence auagcsting 
that for meet paychomotcr task* ooae distributed practice lo batter 
than a atriotly maaaed practice wituatlon, TariablcB $uoh &e differ- 
#0908 in Gubjecta, nothode, taske, etc* sad the interaction botween 
these lead to varicue complications when on attempt ie :&ado to compare 
experiment* and arrive at reliable oooolueicnc about how dlatributicn 
of pr&otice aaeociatea with or interacts with the condition* or vari­
able* making ap epeoific taeka#
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Tgaaing now to the effect which maealn# of trial* ha# on axtlmo-
tioB, It 1# to he noted that Pavlov (1927) ob&erved that extinction of
a claeeioal condltloaea response take# place more quickly when trial#
are relatively m&seed than when they are spaced# The phrase, "internal
inhibition", was coined hy Pavlov to label the phenomenon of ^^ udual
weakening of the conditioned reflex and it# final dieappearano# a# a
reeult of tba continual presentation of the conditioned etiBulu# in
the aheenoe of the unconditioned atimulus, Beoauee of the faot that
the conditioned reflex recover# to acme extent after a re#t interval
(#pontan#cu9 recovery)# Pavlov deduced that an underlying prooec# of
inhibition existed, Beferrlo# to extinction of a conditioned reflex
by oaaaed trial#, Pavlov (1927, #fl) state#*
it T#a# ###B that a repetition of the non*reinfcroed con­
ditioned stimulus waa necaeaary to produce a sufficient 
summation of the inhibitory after-effect for complete 
experimental extinction, and It 1# reasonable to supposa 
that the shorter the interval# between aucceuaivo repeti­
tions of the stimulus the more quickly will the required 
IntouBlty of the inhibitory procese be obtained, Thio 
alec w%a found to be the case* As a result of rciotl- 
ticna of experimental extinction on the earn# animal the 
sere level of a fresh extinction of the reflex la reached 
more rapidly, Tbi# shows that Inhibition Ilk# excitation 
is facilitated by repetition*
Speaking of extinction curve* Bovland (1936a) distinguishes between 
two type# - the first la a continuoua decrease In the strength of a con­
ditioned response in the absence of reinforcement* This decrease occur#
20
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quickly early in extlnqtion ao& gradually slow# down a* extinotlon 
proceed** The other kind of extinction curve display* an early rie# 
in the strength of the conditioned response oolnoidlog with the second 
or third trial of extinction* The author offers the explanation that 
Bumerou* repetition* of reinforcement load to bive adaptation or 
what he term* a* "inhibition of reinforcement"* Be alec au&geste that 
when the reinforcing stiaulue 1@ withheld & dlaiahibiti^, effectiwould 
ocour resulting in an increase of the conditioned response on the 
eeoond or third extinction trial# Hbvland deduces that "inhibition of 
reinforcement" would be greater with an increase in the amount of massed 
rei&foroemente. Be also predicta that with distribution of reinfOrcs- 
ments, inhibition arising from relnforoeaent would be dleBipated during 
the interval between reinforcements, Tbl* would be demonstrated by the 
absence of on early rlee in the curve of extinction which ordinarily 
would occur from dieinhibltlon* Being in an experiment, human subject# 
and the galvanic reaction as the conditioned response, a IGOO cycle 
tone as the conditioned stimulus and an electric shock aa the uncondi­
tioned stimulus, Bovland** hypotheses were successively demonstrated, 
Phrtbermore, Gagne (1941) obtained results supporting Howland's proposal 
that increased response strength on the second oxtiaotlon trial is due 
to the dying away of inhibition which occurred a* a result of massing 
acquisition trials* Being rats a* subjects In two experiments, Qagne 
studied the Influence of distributed practice on acquisition and extinc­
tion rate of a conditioned operant response. Bis experimental results 
show a progressive inoresee in rate of acquisition shea the interval 
between suooeosive trials is mad* progressively longer and extinction
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tended to ooour fhater under the maaeod trial*. Bowever, oonfidenoe
in the relationship between exttnotioB rate and maaeed trial* euggeeted
by thl* atody 1* limited beoanee different amount* of reioforoement
were need in experiment one sad due to the Inhibition of relaforoemeat
effect occurring in both experiment one end two# In addition, Gagne
(1941, p$2GB) etatee. In regard* to the above relationship*
The interpretation of the data of our experiment in thie 
manner, however, le aubjeot to the condition that the 
*1% group* began extinction at entirely different level* 
of reeponee magnitude. Tbeae initial difference* in the 
curve of extinction may cbeoure the relationship between 
trial intervale and rate of extinction, to eome extent#
likewise, Bilg&rd and Marquis (1933), using do a a* their experimental
subjects, found that extinction of the conditioned eye lid response was
acre rapid in a group where 6o extinction trial# were used each day,
than that which was observed in a single dog when 10 extinction trials
were presented per day*
In contradiction to Pevlcv*# contention that massed trials lead to
quicker extinction than spaced trials. Porter (1938) was unable to find
any significant difference in the extinction rate of a running response
in rate when 10 minute*, 3 minuta* end a few second* were the time
intervale inserted between extinction trialo* The asm* author (1939)
established conditioned eyelid responses to the onset of a visual
stimulus (light), founded on the uaccBditia&od response to a :puff of
air iapio&in# upon the oornss, of tbs left ays# Extinction trials took
place by presenting the conditioned stimulus in the abeenoe of the
unconditioned stimulus (reinforcement), thirty seconds after the last
trsinixg trial# Interval* of 180, 80, 40, 20 end 10 seconds were used
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a# the between etiauluo intervale during tba extlaotiaa of the condi­
tioned eyelid reepone#. Porter warn unable to find any algnifloant 
differeno* in the time it took for extinction to take place# Attempting 
to explain why Porter** expérimenta did not ehow any eignlfloant differ­
ence in rate of extinction under various intertrial intervals, Bsynold# 
(1943) holds that this is most likely duo to the faot that relatively 
massed conditions were used durlAj original conditioning# asyoolds, 
in an expsriBsnt where the response used was eyelid closure, the condi­
tioned stimulus was a click sad the unconditioned stimulus a puff of 
air directed against tbs cornea, disocvsred that when distributed 
trials were used during conditioning, extinction occurred more rapidly 
under massed conditions than under spaced condition*. On the other 
hand when conditioning occurred by massed practice no significant differ" 
SBC* in extinction rats was observed when the results under maased and 
distributed coaditica# were compared*
Adding further support to the previous contention of Pavlov#* that 
massed trials lead to quicker extinction than spaced trials, Bohrer 
(1947), using as subjects albino rats, found that the rate of experi­
mental extinction of an instrumental conditioned response was mere 
rapid under' messed conditions than under diotributsd conditions# Bow- 
ever, h* observed no significant difference in extinction rats under 
the above conditions when the subjects had only a small number (ton) 
of original reinforcements# This seems to imply that a habit must be 
at a certain minimal strength before massed conditions prove superior 
to distributed conditions in achieving a lore rapid rate of extinction# 
On the ether head Bheffield (1930), using as subject# rats which
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ver* trained to rua down an alloy 1& ao&roh of food, found that whan 
dietributod aoo«r@lnforoed trial* were used extinction occurred signifi­
cantly more quickly than under massed extinction triale* The f&eter 
extinction under distributed extinction triale occurred only for the 
group which underwent training with uaseed trials* However, for the 
group conditioned under spaced trial#, there was a tendency for spaced 
extinction to be faster tut this tendency was not significant* The 
reeult* of this experiment, although contradictory to that of Rohrer's 
(1947) and Seynclde* (1943), seem to suggest as Reynolds* did that rate 
of extinction hoe same relationship to the length of the Int^ irial 
Interval used in original conditioning and whether a similar or different 
intcrtrial interval 1# used during extinction* Greater resistance to 
extinction tends to occur when the sea* intertrial interval is used in 
both original learning and the extlnoLion process*
In an effort to shed further ll;bt on this topic, Teiobner (193%) 
performed an experiment attemptiu; to find out first, whether rate of 
extinction is a fb&otlcn of the tine period utilised between trial# 
during the extinction procedure, and seooadly, to discover whether 
extinction rat# ha# some relationship to the tins Interval inserted 
between the trial# durin; ori in&l learn* # He used male hooded rate 
in on instrumental learning situation* Bis experimental result# suggeet 
that the longer the Intertrlol interval the more quickly the response 
io etrengthened; secondly, extinction resistance, when other thing# are 
held constant, 1# greater when the intcrtrial tie# period 1# the seme 
during extinction and conditioning than when this Interval i@ dissimilar 
during the above situations* lastly, he found that extinction tended
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to ooour more qwlokly by mai extinction trials than by apaoing them, 
An additional study in which f Xu i ,U.n were u*»& a* aubjeota wa* 
performed by Stanley (1932), with the aim of explaining the oontradio- 
tory experimental reaulte obtained by earlier experiment* oonoemlng 
the relationship of extinction r ,tc and length of Intortrlal interval, 
Thie etudy attempted to do three - firat, to obtain evidence
on the effect of dietributed triale on extinction rato - "a situation 
where both vigor and oorreot reaponae meaeureg of extinction are avail­
able"; (Stanley, 19J2, p*230); eeoondly, to dieoovar the rate of extinc­
tion under distributed condition# using a# meaaurca reeponee vigor and 
correct reaponee, while at the a&ae time removing frustration arising 
from withholding reward, This, the author attempted to do by reducing 
the primary drive of hunger through aatiatlng the subjects befbre the 
presentation of extinction trials* Finally, an attempt was made to 
discover "whether a shift from massed training trials to spaced extinc­
tion trials, and vio# versa, produced any generalisation decrement* 
(Stanley, 1932, P#230), Th# results were as follows* - the running 
time of the massed-massed group was sigBifio&ntly faoter than the 
massed-spaaed group, but there was no significant difference in running 
time between the spaoed-spaoed group and apaoed-aasaed group, Using 
"oorreot rums" as a measure, there wae a significant difference between 
the spaoed-apaosd and tbs spaosd-maesed group in favor of the former 
but no significant difference was obtained between the aaased-spaoed 
group and the massed-maassd group, Oonoeming the above results 
Stanley (l932, p,237) states*
the running time data (frustration extinction) confirm
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Sheffield*# (1930) fiadln# that ouaaed extinction trial* 
produce loan deoremest Uu:' ai'tooJ extinction trials In 
term# of a vigor meaauro of puTTormanco, Qowever, the 
equally significant differ In the oppoeit# direction 
with correct run# a# tbo ^ ^Mauro, indloatoa that the 
generality of the Sheffield finii:' la li mited (a) to 
extinction in a reotrictivu citu^blon (l*e#$ & atraight 
ulley citu&lion), and (b) to ^ r^latlvaly no'n^oclfio, 
and presumably c drlvo, Botauro of pwrfcraanco in the 
looG raat/iatlve ait^ation (i,o,, vl of runui:: to 
either loal box in a T-wuze)#
In regard# to that part of the experiment where extinction occurred 
when the primary hunger drive woe absent (the presumed non-frustrating 
extinction), no oljnlfio&nt dlfferenoe in rate of extinction waa 
obtained between the massed and spaced extinction trial condition#.
The author note# that thio 1# not oonelstcnt with what might be pre­
dicted from Pavlov*# iutemul inhibition theory and Bull*# reactive 
inhibition theory. In summary h# airtj# (Stanley, 1932, p,239)#
the## data and the ov*v«all pattern of moaeed-epaoed 
difference# broken down according to distribution of 
acquisition trial# oonfbm to expectation# baaed on the 
factor of frustration-produced drive and the factor of 
##aerali*ati@n decrement due to shifting from one inter- 
trial interval during acquisition to another during 
extinction. In thie respect the data arc comparable, in 
general, to previous findings, but not in line with con­
clusion# fro* extinction theories which assume that 
response decrement during extinction is a direct function 
of internal or response-produced inhibition (or f&tlgu#) 
which dissipates with tins*
Speaking about the concept of Toneralisation decrement, Bilgard
and Marquis (I96I, p*293) stats:
All extinction procedure# involve change# in the experi­
mental situation io that the proprioceptive oonooquencos 
of reinforcement, and eventually responding, are ollmi- 
looted. If the conditioned response is at all under the 
control of theuo stimuli, it should lose etrength os a 
result of such changes, and extinction should bo hastened 
to a degree which depend# upon the magnitude of these 
difference# in stimulation between conditioning and
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extinction. Tb* gmnaaaliaation-deoremmat hypotheala 
Bt***#e8 this iaterpretatiaa,
Th* above author# again state (l961, p,294)#
Th# eea**allaati*a«d*of@B#at hypotheela together with th# 
ooaoept of re#pom##«*roduoed stimuli, muggamt# a mor# 
detailed aaalyel* of the effect qpoa extiaotlon of the 
dietrlbutlan of extinction trial*» # , * Chengtng the 
degree of dletrihutloa fbr extinction, or for further 
practice, would lead to a change in the level of reeponee- 
produced atimwlation and, therefore, to a loe# of reeponee 
etrength through generalisation-decrement*
Ammegz
Tba moat common result appear# to ha fOr maeeed practice to produce 
1*8# rG8letamee to extinction# Bcwevez^ ** *u stated by the experiment# 
of aeyncld* (l943), achrer (1947), Sheffield (IPJO), Telohner (1932) and 
Stanley (1932), an impartant factor which play# a part in whether maeeed 
trial* lead to faetcr extinction 1* what trial intervale were ueed in 
the previous oonditionim trial## These experiment# indicated that an 
increase in extinction reeletanoe tends to take place when the aome time 
interval 1# ueed during extinction trials a# during conditioning, and 
any change# made in the experimental arrangement, such aa different 
trial interval length, from the conditioning situation to the extinction 
situation will tend to lead to footer extinction. The généralisation* 
docreosnt hypothceie nuageet# that the above tendency i# due to stimuli 
change# which lessen generalisation from the conditioning process to the 
extlnotlw prcceee#
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A number of etu&i*# dealing with verbal learning, especially 
t&Q#* experimeato using aoaseaae syllable material, will be presented 
os further evldeaoe of the applicability and generality of tb* pre­
viously outlined inhiblLijn theory end to show that verbal learning i# 
also differentially affected by maeeed and distributed ]praetloe, (Dagood 
(1933, p#3Q&), in hie review of the literature on moasod and distrib­
uted praotioe, states#
line might expect that relatively homogeneous tasks (com­
posed of similar port activities) would benefit aors 
from distributed practice* Gsrrett (1940) presents dots 
remotely relevant to this hypothesis# be found that 
simple repetitious tasks, like eode«leamiag, benefited 
more from distribution of trial# then did complex, diffi­
cult tasks, such os learning an artificial language* If 
we may consider relatively meaningless materials like 
nonsense syllables and three-place digits to be more 
homcgenoous (i#e* less well differentiate^ than meaning­
ful and logically related materials like prose and poetry, 
then a number of additional studies would testify to the 
importance of thie variable, lyon (1914), for example 
found the learning of nonBens* syllableo and digits to 
be facilitated by distribution of practice, but the 
learning of pros# and poetry was not*
iWoodworth and Sohlosborg's (1934) review is generally in agreement 
with Oegood## in regarde to nonsense syllables but disagrees in regards 
to prose* The above author# (1934, p*?90) stats that 4&n interval of 
a day or longer ha# br^n found superior to maeaod trials in memorising 
a list of oonaense syllabise or of numbers (Ebbingbaue, 1833; fisrea, 
1913; Pmrktns, 1914) or in learn*n the substance of a pros# passage
as
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(aogilsh, VelboiB, & Killian, 1934).*
Ae mentioned earlier in the paper moaeed pr&otio* ewppoaedly 
produo#* negative drive. I.e. D- (inhibition) which ie not given time 
to dieeipate, thua having a negative effect on performance. On the 
other hand, distributed practice allows D- to dissipate during the 
rest intervals thus leading to superior performance. If * rest pause 
is introduced after the period of massed practice, this should enable 
D* to dissipate, while leaving sGr unaffeoted; performance after the 
rest pause should therefore now be superior to performance before the 
rest pause. The amount of increase in performance (reminiscence) would 
be a direct aeaeure of the negative drive generated during the massed 
practice# In the case of learning nonsense syllables very little, if 
any^ reminiscence occur* with distributed practice and with the passage 
of time some of the difference induced by aaaecd and distributed 
practice disappears, i.e. the massed practice group performs more like 
tbs distributed practice group. Turning now to verbal learning experi­
ment* where nonsense syllable# are the stimuli preeented for learning, 
a fair amount of evidence cam be found which tend* to support the 
inhibition theory disouoeed earlier. Fbr instance, Bovland (1936b) 
studied the reminiscence phenomenon by requifdag thirty*two subject# 
to Icaro twelve nonsense syllables per day for 16 day# by the antici­
pation method. The presentation rate was one noneense syllable every 
two seconds. In order to control fCr rehearsal, the subject# were 
given color# to name between each distributed practice trial and fCr 
a twoHminute interval of time after learning. It wa* found that more 
material was remembered, and relearning required a smaller number of
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trials la the group that had a two-olaute time period inserted between 
learning and testing, ae compared to the group which v&e teated for 
retention immediately after learning* The group whloh learned by 
maaaed pr&otloe showed a al&nifloantly greater improvement in both 
recall aooree and number of trial* to relearn after the twQ4*ioute reet 
period, than did the distributed practice group* Thie greater improve­
ment of the massed practice group mi rats that during the two minute 
rest period the greater amount of inhibition built up under maased 
praotloe was allowed to dissipate* By increasing the interval between 
each syllable presentation from two seconds to four seoonds, it was 
deaonBtr&ted that tbs difficulty ourve became oi rnifioantly smaller and 
no reminiscence was obtained for massed or distributed practice*
Bovland suggests that a likely explanation would be that some inhibi­
tion has dlRelpated under the above condition*
In another experiment by Bcvl&nd (l93&a), reoinisoeBoe was found 
to be significantly greater when a rest pause of two minutes followed 
learning of a nonsense syllabi# list by massed practice, a# compared to 
the reainisoenoe obtained when teotin# was donc by recall and relearning 
immediately after original learning. It was also discovered that it 
took sigoifiosntly less trials to learn the list of syllables by dis­
tributed practise and no reminieosnoe was obtained under the above 
practice condition when testing for recall was done following the rest 
period, as compared to a small degree of reminiscence (small when 
compared to the amount obtained under maased practice) obtained when 
recall waa immediate* These results are presented by Hbvland in support 
of an inhibitory explanation of the reminiscence found in rots learning
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experiment* under maeeed praotloe condition*.
Again Bovland (l938b), ooopared the effect on remlnleoenoe by pre- 
eentlag syllable* at two rate* of epeed (two-second and four-eaoond 
rat#) by the antlolpation method. It took #1 nlfloaatly lee# trial# 
to learn to criterion with the fowr-eeooBd rate than the two-aeoond rate. 
When a r@#t pane# vae introduced after learning at the two-##cond rat#, 
a Ü1 niflcaat amount of reainlaoeoo# a* measured by recall and relearning 
wa* observed* Bcwever, reminieoùnc# with the four-aeoond rate of pres­
entation was found to be signlfiomtly lower, implying that there was 
leas inhibition aooumulated under the slower presentation of stimuli*
In another experiment, Bovland (l938o) fbund that m&assd practice 
under a four-second presentation r&te required leas trials to learn to 
criterion than a two-second presentation rats. Again distributed 
practio* led to a reduction in the mean nuaber of learning trials at 
the two-secoad presentation rate, but with tbs four-second presentation 
rate distribution was much lee# effective* The result# of this experi­
ment are consistent with the Inhibition explanation presented by th* 
author in the previously mentioned studies* In still another study of 
distributed and massed practise, Ho/land (l940b) used throe different 
lengths of monssns* syllabi# lists sad had hi# subjects (32 oolleg# 
students) learn to a Gri^^rlon of on* perfect run thruu;h each list by 
massed and distributed pr.otioe. The results showed that with all list 
lengths distributed practlcs led to faster learning than massed praotios, 
and «8 the length of the list becsm# longer the number of trials to 
reach the criterion level by distributed praotio# became prcgrscsively 
less when compared to th# number of trials required under massed practice*
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iDa Ibi# earlier study Bovland (1938a) relate* theme result* to the 
oonoept of inhibition*
$b*#e experiment* were deaigned to teat a aaaber of postulate* 
contained in a theory developed by Hull# Bovland and other* (1940), 
INany of these postulat#* pertain to an inhibition oonstruot* Heferring 
to this oonstruot Bovlaod (l938a, p»304) etatee* "The aaaot nature of 
thia inhibition i* still undetermined, but as a part of a oonosptual 
system it is a useful oonstruot," A quotation from Underwood** (1932, 
P$@3) investigation gives further information about the above theory 
and th* form of inhibition with which it is concerned* B* states*
"The portion of theory which deal* with the present problem postulates 
a form of inhibition whloh generates during learning sad dissipates 
with rest* (in its essential properties this inhibition is vary com­
parable to that sailed reactive inhibition)**
A great deal of rather techaiesl experimentation has been don* by 
Underwood and his associates on the relationship between distribution 
of practice and various conditions prevailing in rote verbal learning, 
Underwood found that distributed practice facilitates tbs learning of 
serial lists of nonaenee syllable* under certain conditions* For 
inutc^oe, it was discovered (Underwood, 1932#) that with nonsense syl­
lable list# of low lutra-list similarity distributed practice (a 30 
second and a 60 second rewt interval between trials) led to mors rapid
learning of th* above lists than massed practice* In addition, Under­
wood (l932b) demonstrated that aerial nonsense syllable liste of three 
different d a of iatralist similarity were learned faster by dis­
tributed practice (30 second and 60 second rest intervals) than by
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laaaaad practice (two aeooad rest interval), and a# intraliet similarity 
increased tbs number of trials to l@&m Increased# However, even though 
learning difficulty increased as & function of intralist similarity 
there was no corresponding luoreaae in the fbcllitation in learning 
resulting fro* distributed tlce as compared to massed practice# 
Distributed practice &;&in led to faster le&rn^n lan massed practice 
in Underwood's (1953) study, and there was no difference in the rate 
of learning between the 60 and 120 second intertri&l Intervals,
In Underwood and Richardson's (1955, p#44) paper these authors 
state;
i#hsn iutsrlist interference is low, tho length of inter- 
trial interval beyond a certain minimum (possible 60 
seconds) ic not an important variable in either acquisi­
tion or retention# While this fact is fairly clear from 
previous work (as noted earlier), we ran a special group 
of 14 So under the conditions of tne present experiment 
but giving u two*miaute intertriul interval on the firot 
list* The retention ooofon for tuio group wore no higher 
than for the group having the 30-cooond interval, Wc 
have also noted that when l^tsrlist Interference is low, 
slow 8s tend to recall batter followln,' missed practice 
th&n following diotrlbutud practice, whorcnu f^at 8s are 
likely to show little diffironco, V* believe, thersfors, 
that come typo of inhibition theory may advqu^toly handle 
the fhoto when Inb.rliut Intorfu^^nuo is low# This inhi­
bition would nocd to develop during learning and dissipate 
very rapidly wilh ruuk, U/ulor m. ssod jr&ctloe the inhi­
bition has little opportunity to diosip Le, hones per­
formance is d\)r^ü4%d. Over a retention interval, however, 
the inhibition dioul^ntes lonviag the monoed list appar­
ently stronger Lhun the list learned by distribution to 
the Qsms criterion. Obviously, in one form or another, 
such an inhibition theory as suggcstod in its general . 
form here h s been proposed by many previous writers to 
account for certain phonomsos both in motor and verbal 
learning as well as in conditioning. In say event, it 
doss aeon to handle adequately tho general facts of 
msBsing and distribution when Interlist interference is 
low.
Underwood (1957) did a study to teat further, the adequacy of an inhibi-
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tiOB theory In explaining the phenomena obtained when maeeed and dis­
tributed praotloo are ueed la Ic. mia, eerial noaeeaee syllable lists*
Tbs author found that dlatrlbutu^ ,vrotios aids in the serial learning 
of lists of aonssBss sad oonsonaat lists, sad when ini anoe between 
lists is relatively low, massed /r^otlos is followed by superior reten­
tion thon distributed pr&otioe when retention Is tested nftor 24 hour* 
(Underwood, 1952b, 1953* Underwood & Richardson, 1955)* Previous to the 
introduction of the 24 hour interval both the massed and distributed 
groups had rsachsd the asms orlt^riun lavsl of performance, This simi­
larity of criterion level is .L«oouu.?y so that the subjects are exposed 
to the stimuli the saw* length of time (equal number of trials). This 
equal time exposure allows for a hl«%or de -roe of certitude in concluding 
that retention fOr th* nonesnse lists Ic&rned by massed practice is 
superior to the retention of lists msd by distributed practice, 8o
far these facta cu»'ort an inhibition theory* Seekln- firther evidence
on the adequacy of an Inhibition construct, Underwood (l957) investigated 
the phenomenon of ^ lolscence la similar experimental situations which 
gave rise to the above mentioned experimental f&etc* There was no indi­
cation of reminiscence in a situation where leamin# is facilitated by 
distributed practice, and massed r.cllce results in superior retention 
over distributed practice when Interllst interference is low, Underwood 
suggests that thie lack of romlnisoenoe places limits on the adequacy 
of an i^aïbitloB theory.
In oonoluoion, Underwood (l957, P*143) etatea*
Tho gain point to bo u dc by the present study ie that it
does not now ooom juetlfiabld to postulate a rapidly
dissipatin: inhibition which lepreaaee perfomanoe and
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(ioee not influence aaoooiutive at ength. It ehould be 
remembered also that when InlcrliBi intcrf renoe 1* high, 
retention i* better foliowin. dietribukod pr&otioe then 
following memeed; thio otrongly Bug&osto that other 
moohaniaae will have to be considered in any oemplete 
explanatory oysto.)#
A brief look at oomo of tho additional meobanime cu greeted by 
Underwood will now be presented, Be Wcee the view that it is bene­
ficial that verbal learning be looked npcw as being divleable into two 
stages (a) the reaponas learning etage and (b) aasooiatlve stage, 
first I is when the respoaaes are learned as separate entitiee# 
i,e# as responses; this must take place first before eaoh response can 
be oonnocWd to its appreprlate stimulus (the assoolative s o) (Under­
wood and Sohuls, I960).
% e  relatl(mship of the above two eta^s of verbal leaming to dis­
tributed prootioe is as follows* It was ob vrviad by Underwood and 
Schnls (I96I&), using paired (joaooiate lists made up of nonsense syl­
lables and adjectives, that when interference was developed in responses 
over several paired agsooiate lists, leaminf^ was superior by spaced 
prootioe. On the other hand, when interference among responses was 
slljht but pronounced among tho stimuli, then op&oed practice not only 
did not aid lofuming but hindered It* In short, when there is inter- 
ferenc# during the rss^wnse lo rnli: ot, go of ve:Aal ]«« rrdn; distrib­
uted practio# has a faellit*itlng effect* Underwood and Uchuls (l96lb) 
in another experiment used lists of 16 pairs of words amd ohanged the 
intcifv.'once witliin the lists by modifying the atimdus-roaponse aesc- 
oi&tloos of clusters of words representing the same category# For 
example, under the category disease the words - measles, csmps, polio 
and cancer were ueed# The varlcus duotors of words from each oatsgory
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v#r* varied Axm list to llet* % r  inotonoo in list one, th# word#
used wore all Ace different oat: ^ pidea, while in list four, there were
Amr oluetere of word# <m both Btimilua and reapon## aide and all the
word# of each aluet#r on th* reeponae old# were paired with all th#
word# of a partloular olueter on the etimulu# aide. Fhr exna^le,
diaea### were paired with men*# firot name#* The author# diaooverod
that epaoed praotioo *#d no beneficial effect #v#n tliough ^&e speed of
learning differed a# a roeult of the dlfferwt d TLL# of Interforeno#
frcm ll#t to Hot. Reepona# ii i tion wa# not a problem in thl#
experiment a# th# reeponee# were oommon word#, rather the latorfererMW
occurred in the %#eoolative stage of verbal It Æiing, i*e* in the eon-
neotlng of familiar word# to the epecific otimuli# Thee# experiment#
led Underwood to oonolude that dietributed praotioe faoilitate# verbal
learning only when interfermoe ocour# in th# reaponn# integration
phase of learning.
In addition, IWerwood (1961) concluded that It i# not iqportont
what the origin of reeponee intorfbrenoe i# aa long a# it nxioh## a
certain crucial lovel# In re^ a^rdo to th# above ocnolueion#, IWerwocd
(1961, p, 232) atatea;
Oertain inq^ lioatlom# for analyel# follow from thl# etate 
of affaire. In aerial learning the funoticaaal atlmalu# 
for #ay given item in tli# list 1» ea##ntially unknown*
It be aerial pc#ltion, the immediately preceding 
Itmi, several : receding ltu is, ci' some ooople# of all of 
these. Therefore, aerial learning i# not a task providing 
eufficient iwlatima bctwoon atinulue and roapcnao function 
to produce eritioal tlworotical doclalon#, %%io doe# not 
mean, of ocuroc, that aerial leamln : will not respond to 
di#tribut<^ pruotioe. Aideed, It ho# been found generally 
"easier" to g t positive effect# of dietribotcd practice 
for oerial than for poired-aaeooiat# probably
beoaue# of dlffarcnoec in rut# of prooentatiom usually 
employed (Bovland, 194;).
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Speakiag with reepoot to the pgrt played by interfarenoe In
govemlnti; how distributed praotloe foollitates the acquisition of verbal
lists, iJnderwood (I96I, p*245) states*
At the present tine the minirt.1 suount of initial inter­
ference ne(%,:rxuy jofor; a dl. '''lj«ition Interval of any 
Isïigth will fhclll+ wC . cguiclllon ca:mot be independ­
ently s^woifiod* Tho iir:'' is true with aazigal CRiount 
of initial interference,
â m s a
It sppeors to be experimentally well estvLbllsbed that, fOr the 
great laajorlty of eatperlmenta, verbal 1^^: :ing is  facilitated by dis­
tributed practice and the reAlniecsnoe phenomenon, when obtained, usually 
occurs under maasod pz?tctloo conditions, %*c above obaervations have 
been accounted for by t M  concept of inhibition, althougli Underwood 
offei's and prefers an interference inWr j'ot&tlon for the differential 
effects of aaseed and distributed practice, A euamry of the experi­
mental facts eetabllslied by tho previcusly reviewed verbal lettm ing  
experiments is as follows;
1» Distributed practice bocomca Increimlngly facilltatirk: the l<mg1ii
of nonsense syllable list lnoi'et:tees«
2* Distributed practice leads to faster le^^mlng than laoGGsd pi%ctioe 
with nonsense eyllable lists of low Intra-liat similarity, but the fhcil- 
itative effect of distributed praotice does not izicreose with Inoreaee 
of intra-llst uimilarlty, ol^ hou'ii t M  number of trials required to 
leom the list Inoreaeee.
3» When interference between ncwsense syllable lists is low, testing 
for rétention cftor 24 h\>um shows retention to be superior after maaaod
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praotloe, and a between trial Interval greatar than noealbly 60 aeoonde 
la not a elgnifloant variable for retention or learning#
4« On tlw other Ixmd, when interliat intorferenoe ie high, rotentlcm 
i# auperlor followw Uletrlbut. d .i-otioe,
5, Verbal lo irln/) may be categorised into a re8%x)nse-l@amin,g phase 
and an aaooolativo and when interference oocure during the former
pimae distributed >r.otioe givea rise to ouperior résulta# Because of 
the difficulty in iaolatlng or establishing the actual stimulus in serial 
latming it is necessarily difficult to dlutinguioh between the stimilue 
and response process* The above difficulty found with serial loamin j 
makes it more rewording to work with i^ alrcd"associato ip rtks in studyl%: 
differential effeote of distributed and g used practice* Ihla is 
due to the relative ettoo of ieolatlng the ata:o of intcrforenoe with 
paired#as8obiate leamin * Underwood (1961 ) auj.;ojte that -paired"asso­
ciate Icfimlng bo used in etudyiuf; the differential effects of HKir^ sed 
and distributed practice, if hie Inference is correct that facilitation 
by distributed practice is due to interference oocurrlii;; in t!)e response'" 
learalnfr stage of verbal lo,LjRii:i :*
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Ocmdltione of Praotlœ Bffeotlng loaming and/or Perfomanoe
It l8 »m extremely difficult problem to wparato out Icaming and 
perfomano#. So called leamiag corvee are actually ourvca of perform- 
anc#. Learaing la Inferred frcw performance. Difficulty in diatim- 
guiahlng vWtber Icamla u - perfoMmnce ia of Acted by certain varlablee 
la illuetrated by the etodiea of Oroapi (1942) and 3eaman(l949). %eae 
author# tried to dlatinawiah between tho effect# of quantity of rcin- 
forceaent on leamin^ from tt%e affecte perfomanoe. It waa ahown 
tamt t W  amomt of incentive hoe no effect on the time it take# A r  the 
aubjecta to approach their final perArmancc lev#!, but that it doe# 
affect the final level obtained. Boo**## perArmano# wae Aimd to be 
at a higher level with a greater aaoimt of relnforocaeut thl# eeemed to 
irgily that learning wae cuperlor. Sowever, when the amount of Inoantive 
wa# ewitched between tho two experimental groi^e it wa# observed that 
perforaancc of tl»e groupe shifted almoat imBodiately, i.e. performance 
immediately shifted upwarlo with Inoreaeed incentive and downward when 
incentive was deoreaeed. If the chanvge, oorreep^ading to the change in 
incentive, had been in leamln , one would have expected a more gradual 
#hift in perArmance. In addition, the fact that there wa# a reversal 
in performance level with change in incentive aem# to imply that there 
was a change in motivation rather than in learning#
Ae mentiooed or li#plied many tiw# In the earlier section# of thl# 
study reepcnding tend# to build up a etate of inhibition which sup- 
preoeee performance or learning. In rv;nr a to massed and distributed
39
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praotice th* Act that it xmcrally take* Iona trial* A  reach a given
oriterlcn by diatribuAd than by maesed practic# aeewe to imply that
learning 1* better by distributed practice, However, the obaervcd gain
in performance during reat periods, on motor, perceptual*UK>tor and
verbal taaka a ^  the rminiecence effect euggest ü&t it ie perform-
anoo rather than learning which ie being inhibited by maeeed practice,
Conoeming tAie diatinotlon betwen peribrmno* and loaMilng
Sil 1 and Marquis (1)61, p»12$) have thie to aay*
The typloal effect of the crowding of practice trials in 
time (maaeed practice) ie to diminieh performance to a 
degree which depend* upon the degree of oaaslng (Calvin,
1939* depnolda, 194g# Tanderaecr and Ameel, 1952; Spence 
#nd Borris, 1950). » * . Theoretically this diminution 
ha* been attributed by th* Pavlorian# to U^c|Mb|itlcn wlt^
TrlWutnnrrMT ^  (c.g*. 1930# 1955*) to ovor-
end by Bovland (1936) to i,;E^ ibi1^ ;l^ qf, 
^jpufoMMmegt. evidence that what ie invclvod 1* a
perfomance factor cooeo from a variety of dmohetratlon* 
that th* effect of me'ïsed practice is tmrncroiy and that 
the deorwaental proo^wu Cl''';ic.',t09 rpzitaaooucly with 
rest. Uomlniticonoe in verbal actor lev:ruin tuul 
epcnt.-'jiocuc re^ovor^r folic;i'g o-tiucticr have both been 
intorproted in thie way. In Ck)u,litio:alUk* u;i;o?inuuta 
ulnil&r ^vidcucu ^omctlj^u i% ubbtlr^l ia a lluLorLlon 
of the f c m  of tlu) extinction curve, Tlicve Auction* 
tend to be d e c o l o r . ' r d u c t i o u  jid
at fliist and thou ,p^:.dually L v . o C f  ;.o tb.' b:..c line 
ie a/proncho'l, Fallowing:: tuc'! ir cliu«,, Icwcvcr, 
extinction occaalonally sliow wi Initial icihe, a*
If they hud iro/iouely been depreeeed by eon* inhibitory 
mcclwuleo,
Silgerd and Merqui* then refer to an experiment of Mcvland (1936) as an 
example of the above ph^oawma. !Riie experiment of Bcvland has been 
reported earlier in this study (p*19"20),
Woodworth and Schloebu ',/ (1954) c@ae to a i ly different con- 
clwicn, %*** wxthors (p,793) #tatc:
The logical ooncluciou from the variou* taata of Ic.tming
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la and sp&oed triais Rc-x : tn be as fbllowa. The
inhlbltlow that aqqamLitc in 8?ü trialo deprean 
perforamœ w l  give An -n & ..e. ! of poor
le&min^* But qnaoln ' -'orou.ice:' % -^ okltivo advaRtag* 
over and ab y^;^  i%o î  .Cy.x.''lon f?-!):) t!w I  factor*
Some of the eaqporlnental evidenoo uoed by tho obovo authore in oomlng;
to thia oonoloalon are as follwe. In a*i cr i'- by Kimble and
Shatel (lÿÿS) in vhloh eubjoote porlbzned under akteeed and epaood
pmotloG on a ' it rotor wli% c * 1 tim*i to two to
preotiae, It woo diooovered that the maeeod praotloe groop fell behind
the <^aood group while vorLlng on t'm t%.9k eaoh day# However at the
beglmnlng of oaoh day the maaaed p \.obloe group oaæ closer to the
epsoed practl< up In perfozmmoe. % e  flrat and second tidAl of
each day*a work showed the gr&ateat Improvement, Shren tho,: ;!) the
massed group improved considerably It still reaalood Iwhlnd the spaced
group which su,cost# thei'e 1# not only swae deczonent in perfomanoe
but also some impairment in lo vilng* An ezEporlment by Adame (19^2),
also using the pursuit rotor, chowcd somewhat nicilar reaults* Wood-
worth and Scblosb^r, nention an c'c jcriment by êÿatein (1949) on a ccdb
leamtng task where retention Wcis tasted two weeks after task perform*
ance had been ooi^leted, The results showed that the imaaed group had
inprovsd but still roaained inferior to the distributed grot^, again
suggesting that learning vac slightly superior with spaced practice»
In another experiment by Morris (l9^3), a rest interval was
inserted at any sta;c during an uninterrupted 30 minute period of work
pursuing a 11 was found that the group receiving this rest
showed immediate Improvement over the non rest rroup# %is superiority
of the grxMQ) receiving the slzijle rest period was not as great at iü*
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completion of the 30 mimuto wort: period but a «WüAed adimntB. ;e still 
foaained* This was ih ited by Woodworth and Sohlosberg as superior 
ability in overooming the task beoause of the Inserted rest iuterml# 
Plaally tiui above authozm stato (Woodworth & 8<dilo8 ) , 1954, i)#792-
793);
hliAU th(- io  o i.r lc r  bo :* OL'it(.:;'ion, suoh one
perfect roolt:L ion o f u. l is t  o f 11 nonr^ onse syllab les, 
a lin ,:o r nnubur o f b rl^ s  io uLcued i f  they are olosely 
maoofo thfUi i f  2#fiir.uL^ x^ unes Intorvono between suooes* 
slvo tr ia ls *  l'rcü K:lw f_.ot a ljito  wo oau:v)t ivifor that 
tlw taai'sad Ic'^  imiv. ' licczi hlowc? tiwus tlio o \tced; the 
j.u vncrc m ;/ V. ,' w Ui'i l is t  More
tho,A);:;fLy in ba :Telbo lb  W'j,lo oa.a'/laj' the load
o f accu^^ul. b'_d ii.jib ib lo n * I f  ro , ^  jvini;v'l )ut by 
Iir/l':nd (i W/ja), A w^tiar. S'} hou\, lL.bc:.', when
tho I  d i.;cip .Lr , ohoiiJ gLv:: u Li;hor roooli score 
fo r tho "ifosa.! roMi, Bub the op^osiik' w c b!*u case; 
t;U' o.'ACrf, T^ 'uup ;.)vo ihu hi ,'.or reto'iblo': aooi'o, 3y 
th is  l!\en, La ActUL.liy l/aruod in  .a-ujoed
t r ia l  tlirn i  ^ OfK* '..McclvU by a short r o t *
On tb# other hand, in some ea^erlments wlvsre the effeots of massed 
and distributed practice have been studied, it has been observed that 
the difference between massed and distïTibuted practice has completely 
diesppoared* For instance, Kibble*# (l950) subjects performed on a 
psychomotor taek by massed and distributed >r.otice# Significant differ- 
encaa oocuimd between the two practice ^^ cujs cut after a mix "minute 
rest Interval t)w massed practice group _) yfcmed os well as the dis­
tributed practice group.
It will be recalled (p,34-% of this study) ^ t  Underwood (1957) 
was unable to find reminlsoeno* in en experiawmt wlaere distributed 
prootioo aided learning, and retention after 24 hwirs was bettor with 
maassd pmotioo* Bis oonoluJin ; roBKirka wore (1957, p,14))$
The main point to be made by the present study is that
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it does not BOW eeeia juatifiablo to poetulato a .midly 
dlomlpatlng inhibition which deproasee porfoismioo and. 
does not iBfluenoe oos^ i^atjl^ ye strength# It ahouid be 
remembered aleo th&t when interliet Interferoooe 1# h, 
retention le better following dietriuutod pr&otioe tlwm 
foUowin ; oaoeod;
OoBoemiBg remiuleoenoe, Oegood (1953# P#51l) etatee* "remlolsoenee 
is by no means a dependable pbenomonon. Although o<«K étudiés obtain it 
in slgnljM.oant quantities# others which gg^ parently fit the neoessaiy 
dsBl 1* do not (e,g# %ipley# I;»]', Melton and Stone, 1943)," In 
explainin;; why Eovland (l940a) found better retention with dletrlbuted 
praotioe and Undeiwood and Rlohardson (1955) found better retention 
following massed praotiee, Uhderwood Slohardson (1955) mention that 
Bovland'e findings were due to the great amount of interlist inter* 
ferenoe reeulting from the relatively large number of nonsense syllable 
lists learned by him subjeots, They oonolude by saying ^Our previous 
studies, as well ss the present data, Indioate that massing produces 
superior retention when interlist Interfereno# is low," (Underwood & 
diohardeon# 1955, p*45),
%ummry
From the various points of view outlined and the experimental 
evidenoe desorlbed, it would appear that generally there are two effeots 
of massed pr&otioe, a tmporary Impalrmaat which dissipâtes with rest 
and a smaller impairment which tends to remain even after an interval 
of time ha# be@a inserted befbre task porfomanoe is again tested. 
Furthermore, it would seem logioal to oonolud# that if massed praotioe 
produces a highly signlfioant impairment in iMarfonaanoe, then this 
Impaired p erformance would tend to interfere with leaminj to some oil
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degree* la oooeluelon than, until a clearer picture Im forthocmlng 
fnm further exparWrnte, the eafeat view to hold la that maeeed 
praotioe generally tex&de to inhibit performmoe of a teak while at Ae 
aame time slightly l:Q)airing leamlng* Due to the rest intervale 
Cixpplied by dietributed praotloe, both the performance (eepeoially) end 
leamx» (to a a:"! ht degree) of a taek tend to be facilitated*
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Inblbitlw and SMmll
Turning to the proaont study it is e:q>eoted that some form of 
inhibition or ne@&tlve drive (fatigu# or boredom) will arle# ae a result 
of subjaots Wing «q*oaod to homogensoiw (aonotonous) stimulation (non* 
sens# syllahlss) over and over again, Bowsvsr, It Is also espsotsd 
that the relatively varied Inoidmital stimuli or novel stlimll (geornst* 
rloal figuras) will have the offset of disslpi n  the above inhibition 
when the subjeote turn their attwitltm ooneoiously or unooneolouely 
away from the noneene* syllAblee towards the geometrloal figurea. This 
wHl be the sltuatlw sxpssted eepssially during the Involuntary rest 
panses which % s «30k hypothesises occurs when nejatlve drive
(D*) equals positive drive (D+), Tbs dissipation of negative drive 
(fhtigue or bore&m# i#e* wme form of oentral inhibition) will be the 
relnforowsent experienced when the subject turns towards the incidental 
stimuli, be<M*uee of this expordenced reinforcement (at whatever level) 
the subject will twsi to once again turn towards the incidental stimuli 
as negative drive begins to Inoreese again. Some evidence will now be 
preewted which tends to eu^ poi't tîie ezpeotation that novel or external 
stimuli when impinging on an organism can have the effect of dissipating 
inhibition,
Pavlov (1927) observed that a reflex which was undergoing extinc­
tion would every now end again remover emse of its earlier strength. He 
believed that %ls increase in reflex Intensity was due to certain
45
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stimuli being aoeidsntally or deliboratoly introduood Into the experi­
mental situation* Gonoeming the above plwnomenon Pavlov (1927, P*6l) 
states#
I shall deeorlbe firet of all an obaervation which for a 
lo n g  time we were at a loee  to jn tc T p c g t, A n a tu ra l con­
ditioned reflex to meat po^ rdor, wMoh, ao we Imow from 
control experiments, after extinction reoovers its initial 
value spontaneously in something between a half and one 
hour, ie (L .ain extln ;uiohed to aero* Riis time, however, 
ins toad of waiting for the spontaneous recovery of tbs 
naflvx a weak solution of acid is Immediately Introduced 
into the dog*s mouth, ;uul after the te.?iinatlon of the 
soorotiom produced by the acid (about Ciw iJjiutos) meat 
powder la ofTiin preoentud at a short distance* This time 
altbou nothin; like hfvlf an hour has elapsed the con­
ditioned alloumtary reflex is found to be almost com­
pletely restored * , * Ws can designate this Observation 
from a purely matter of fact point of view as ooiwieting 
of a sudden removal by an extranooua z-oflex of the Inhibi­
tory proGoes set up ly experimental extinotlcm*
Another experiment which demonstrates the dissipation of inhibition 
by preeenting extra or novel stimuli ie menticmed by Pavlov* In this 
experiment the salivary response is extinguished in a dog by presenting 
meat powder at a distance without the prlmaiy reinfopcwent of plaoing 
it in the dog*s mouth* Shortly after (2 to 3 seconds) saliva production 
has dropped to sero at the sight of the meat powder* Pavlov then ociaes 
into the experimental row, stays for two mlimtos during which time he 
speaks, The meat pwder is presented (moo again at exactly three minutes 
frcn the time Pavlov came into the room. It is noted that the ealiva 
reflex is elicited this time at an intensity half Its original strength.
Pavlov also has desonstreted that the application of extra stimuli 
has the effect of restoring tmssdiately the positive oonditltmed response, 
which was under oondltionod inhibition (in idis Pavlovian sense), almost 
to its normal strength* Oonditiwsd inhibition is defined as ths
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suppression of the oonütloucC when ll:s wwdi-
tionsd stimulus is ro io it. Jl, vlth s:t iuUlffsrwt
or neutral stixmlus Aul üw unoomlitioned stimlus (rsin* 
forsemsnt) is not ;lvM,t# T!w ln,Ufferent stiwiluo bs- 
oomss tbs suppressor or i;;)iibllov, Tlo p^ iouonsnon is 
not that of simple extliotion, for tl«o oondltionoA stim­
ulus, vbsn not paired with tuw iuliibiting stimulus or 
suppressor, eliolts the conditioned rssoonss, (aa rlish 
& U%jlish, 1950, p.lJo),
Pavlov (1927) refers to three oxpsrlmsnts of Dootor Elkolaev (I9IO) to 
illustrate the above inhibition of oonditloned inhibition by means of 
presenting extra stimuli. Without goln- into ths experiments In detail 
they oan be summarized as follows, i do ; was used F^s the subjoot and 
the (xmdltioned alizmntary reflex was rallvatlon measured in number of 
drops per minute* The elioitin : oonditloned stimulus of t)% conditioned 
alimentary rwponse was a rotatln; object and tlie oonditloned inhibitor 
was a speolfio tone. The vAtrious extra stimuli were taotlle, thermal, 
«aid ths noise of a metronomo.
The results of these expérimenta denm sd that the conditioned 
Wiibition of the conditioned reflex vas vsaksned lAen any one of ths 
external stimuli i#ing'^d on the organism, i.e., ths eliciting capacity 
of t W  rotating object van freed to a wrtaln oxtent from the inhibiting 
effect of ^  Inhiblzi.i stimulus (tone). This freeing of the condi­
tioned stimulus (rotating object) to elicit id* conditioned response 
vas indicated by the presence of drops of salivary secretion,
Pavlov also observed that extra stimuli, %Aen presented during Idis 
occurrence of a type of inhibition called Inhibition of delay, dissi­
pates this inhibitiw %us releasing the oomditionsd reflex. The sbove 
type of Inhibition refers to the blockin; of the conditioned reflex due 
to increasing the interval betveen the beginning of the conditioned
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stimulus and the preasntation of tlio unconditioned atlriulue or rein- 
forooaent. This reflex delay Is pra si tional to the length of the 
interml betveen the two stimuli. Mow If some external or novel etlmulue 
which has never been aeaoolated with the ; irtlcul&r reeponee la quoetlon 
ie introduoed during the inhibition period of the delayed response it 
will be notloed %\at the conditioned reflex is lamediatoly olioitad*
% e  following is an outline of the type of experiments dons by 
D(M)tor Zavadsky (l903) in regards to the above. The conditioned etim- 
ulus is taotlle stimulation and tbs presentation of aold is the unoon- 
dltloned stimulue. The conditioned stimulus ie pressntod for a throe 
minute period and overlape the presentation of the relnforoinc; gtimulus, 
The kwvel stimilus which of Itself has never been associated with the 
conditioned reflex is the noise of a metronome# The sound of ^  metro­
nome proved to be unable to olicit any Mllvaii eflex# It was found
tAat the tactile otimtlue, i.e. the conditioned stimulus had no elic­
iting effoot wh«a presented alone during 1-1^ minutes* In short, the 
delayed reflex hod been eetabliebed# Mow, <w ^  next trial, wlien the 
neutral stimulus (sound of metronome) was presented during the inactivity 
period (inhibition period) ths original secretory reflex ImaWiately 
iQ)peared* This exovrlment is «mother exai%>le of the fact tl%t novel 
stimuli, when pemitted to jx%»inge upon an or^ ^^ aniam, inhibit an already 
sxistln;; inhibition#
A still Axrther example of this dissipation of inhibition by the 
presentation of external ctiawll has to do with what Pavlov referred 
to as differential inhibition. This of Inhibition refers to ths 
inability of elloitlng a conditioned reflex on presentation of stimuli
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vhioh arc rather similar to the original oonditloned atimnlue# It can 
be oonaldered to be the ,velte of atimulue generalimatlon which refbre 
to the fact that a conditioned reapons* will be elicited by etlmuli 
whi<A are perceptually eimilar to a conditioned etlaulue which already 
hae the capacity to elicit the c<mdlti<med reepcnee# Mow differential 
inhibition ie obtained by contlnnoaely following id* oonditloned etim- 
uloa by the unconditioned etimlue but never following another percep­
tually eimilar etimulue by the unoonditlonod etiaulue# Eventually the 
ox^nnlme will reepond only to the oonditloned atimulua but not to the 
other aimilar etiaulua. In ehort dieorielnation has taken place* %la 
difforeutiatlon between eoeewhat eimll&r etlmuli la referred to by 
Pavlov aa differential inhibition#
Like other fczcw* of inhibition already mentioned differential 
inhibition oan undergo the proceae of diainhibition throujgji the intro­
duction of external atimili* in expeiieent by Doctor Deliakov (1911) 
oarrled out on a dog la offered as an llluetratlon of the aoove# The 
conditioned alimentary etimulua in thl* enperiment waa a tone of 800 
oyolea and a tone of 812 oyclce waa the differentiated or inhibited 
atimnlua# The external stlwll, vhloh on their own were not obi* to 
elicit the conditioned aeoretory reflex, were bubbling water and an 
odour of amyl acetate#
After the prooeaa of differential inhibition had been eatabliched 
to the ton* of 812 cycles the following expérimental events were observed# 
At 12*30 p#m, a tone of 800 cyclee (the oondlticmed alimentary atlwiluo) 
was presented and 3#5 drcpa of salivary secretion was elicited within 
a 30 second limit which in turn was followed by reinforcement. At 1:00
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p#m* a tone of 812 oyolee (the differentiated otimulue) waa presented 
and no drops of ealivary eeoretlon appeared in a 30 eeoond limit, Mo 
relnforooment followed in thie oaeo. Again the 800 oyolea tone vaa 
preaented (at 1#% p#m*) reaulting in three drops of ealivary aooretloo 
within 30 seconde, leluforcement again presented# Mow at 1#35 the 
differentiated stimlus of 812 oyolea wae presented along with tbs 
odoor of amyl acetate. This comhln&tion rssoltad in two drops of sali­
vary secretion being elioltod ivlthin the 30 second period* Again no 
reinforceaent waa delivered* %ils experiment demonatratee again the 
process of dislnhlbltion by means of on cxliu stimulus,
Aothermore, Prechtl (1953) in studying the south opening respoass 
of young birds when ths mother biingo food to ^  neat# noted that 
inhibition built up through oontlnuoua elicitations of the above 
response by ths food stimulus (seed) is dissipated by the presentation 
of novel stimuli (shaking of the nest or imitatei call of the paimnts). 
This last exaf%;le of inhibition seems to ths writer to be an example of 
what Pavlov refers to as Inhibition with reinforcement# Pavlov observed 
that after a high number of repetitions with reinforc<m;ent ths condi­
tioned reflex very slowly passed into a state of inhibition (no longer 
occurred),
Ths oonoluslon to be draw» from the studies outlined appears to be 
that external or novel stimuli can on application dissipate Inhibition 
built up in an ori^ism. In the praviously desoiibf?d qxperimsnte ths
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type# of ilAibltion which wore disolpatod by extemal stimuli are olee- 
ulfled by Fevlov ae iahlbitloo arising Ao* expérimental extlnotlon# 
oonditloned inhibitiw# iiAibition of delay# dlfforentlol inhibitiom# 
and inbibitiw with reinforoemwt# The above are diffeiwi manifeeta- 
tioo# of what Pavlov refera to os intomol inhibition whereby the oon­
ditloned reeponee beoomee gradmlly ixAibited imdar oertoin conditions 
(explained previously)#
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Inasmuch a# laoldeatal learning is an IngxMrtant variable in this 
study, it will now be disousaed in relation to other variables wMoh 
have bearing on the present %fo%%# First of all, does inoidental 
learning aotually take place? Ihaezwch aa the subjects of the present 
study will not be given inot ructions to the irrelevant stiauli
(geoMstrioal figures). Je»,Hus* (l933) study lends support to the 
assuzq^ tion that inoidsntal Ir uvUi, will take place. In other words 
there Is such a phenomnon as Incidental learning (learning stimuli in 
an experiment without rccelvltr" i:u»truoti<ms to do so), Rirthsrmore, 
from ths results of a study by Postman and Senders (1946) oonoeming 
instruction clearness end its relationship to incidental learning, it 
was doolded that instrwtion cleamcse results in a clear le*aming set 
and even if Instructions are lacking subjects oan form a latent set to 
learn, A study by Wlnnick end Vasserman (1959) tended to support 
Postman and Sender's conclusions, Pinally an exp*ri;aent by %usaan 
(1959) showed that avarenees is not nececcary for learning to take 
place for both verbal and perceptual stimuli,
Thistlethwsite (1951) did an extensive review of latent looming 
and Irrelevant-incentive leoming experinente and concluded that a 
nusber of studios demcnctrated that ths above types of learning? took 
place in the abasnoe of relnforceaent, This type of learning where the 
subjects were aniaals 6  somewhat analo nj to the incidental looming
52
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of W m n  aubjeots# In both oaaoe the inoentlvo for lo&ming ia not 
gpoolflod at the bogtxmlng of leciming and both types of learning mani­
fest iAemeelve# only on the introdootlon of wme form of Inoentlve 
rewcLTl when the aubjoota are later being tested for eooh leazning#
&hae been euiBoetod several time* earlier in the paper that nega­
tive drive (inhibitiou) tends to Inoreaoe when s« organism is exposed 
tx> feniliar, rather monotonous stimuli over a period of time and as a 
result % e  orRanism will tend to seek out novel etinwll# Perhaps indi­
rect support of the above are Qxperimante with Inoidental learning 
which demcmstrated that as drive (elicited by anxiety end inoontlve) 
incroases direct learning tends to be facilitated or remain constant 
wMle iacidwtal learning is inhibited*
Eastetbrock (1959) refers to the sum of all surrounding cues that 
exist at any particular time, plaça or state and whioh an o" %miem is 
aware of, tends teward or reacts to, as the **runge of cue utiliBation"*, 
The use of ouc range is oonsiderod to have diminished when the us* of 
marginal or bcrderllne cues baa been lessened, while at the same time 
middle or core cues which arc hi(]dily relevant or slgnlfloant remain in 
use# The above change is comiected with better central functi(mlng or 
with contimied cospctemoe under strain* In regard* to the decrease in 
the range of cue utilisation, it is considered to have taken place when 
the degree of incidental learning has lessened even ^ough direct 
learning ha* stayed the same or ha* been bettered* Referring to à 
number of studies (Abom, 1953* Bahrlck, 1954* Bruner et al, 1955* Sil­
verman, 1954* Sllvormaa & Blits, 1956) Sasterbrock (1959) cbeerve* that 
the decrease in the range of cue utilisation was aoociqiNanied by & drive
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Increaae* H» state* (1959# p*134) "\Jben the dli-ookloa of baliovler ie
«onetent# inore&ae in drive ie aeeooiated with & nxluotioa in the range
of cue uae," Tf* author define« drive aa
0 iimenaion ,i»f e rtlorRl f z-oncLl .;r ,;oncivi.l oov;fVt exolte- 
ment# the iiuww z^  aponeo L> u ol.tW of uiolO[,loul depri­
vation or nozloizr .ndvrlioo or oooure
eiaulteneouely with overt Action end effect# it# etrongth 
and ocuree*
aeme author holds tïiat often teak perfozmenoe imnrovea when 
the rengo of cue utilisation ie deoreaeed due to noneeaential ouoe 
beinff omittiKl. In regarde to the roduotion in the i'un,,;o of cue uee 
Eaualer and Trapp (i960) euggeat that thia m y  aid or Iiinder the learning 
of ouee relevant to the tank, dopendin ' 'xAwver on cue ooa^ leacity# but 
ae far as peripheral cue Icnniln, lu oor vfmed, roduotion in the range 
of cue use baa a negative influence*
Studies by Bahrlek (1954) -end by 3w*riek# Fltt# end Rankin (1952), 
tend to support Ehaterbrook'o ooutentlou that drive increase facilitate# 
dlroot loemtng but hinders inoidental lam . In addition an eaq^ eri- 
ment done by Kaueler# Trapp and Rrowo ' (lp59)# wMob is almst a repe­
tition of Bahriok*# (1954) study# showed that the diroot task was done 
better by the group undei' M  h drive than the under low drive*
Ttiia püTt of the results was in aocordanoe with Dahrlck'a flndinga and 
they both support .Ivft:: ."bzwdc*# gonorallzation#» On the other hmid* 
Zaualer et el's (l959) two showed no differenoe in the looi-ning
of the inoidental task# while Behrick*# incentive groi^, in support 
of Eastcr;)z'coh'a (1959) oonWution, menifaetod elgaifioantly lose inoi­
dental l . uni.*,: than tlw low incentive gM»up# In an attempt to explain 
the differenoe between td* Inoidental Imming result# of Bdhrlck'e
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(1954) Eaaaler et al'e (1959) expérimenta, the latter euthore fooue 
on the jUlffereat o#«o* naed by the two atuileo to inoreaoe drive*
Behrlok oeed a poeltiv# drive (money) in hi# experiment while Kaueler 
et el uaed #m emotional drive (anxiety) a# meaeured by the 3!%ylor Mani- 
feet Anxiety Scale (N#A*S#) (1953) i^i oh* of their experiment# and an 
ewtional drive (anziety) elloited by inatmction#, which were oonaid- 
ered ego Involving# in their aeoond erp«riam%t. Kaualer et (il au_^at 
that tha form of drive they u@ed tend# to a greater degree to be oriented 
toward# the wWle experimental eituatlon and lea# roatrlcted to the 
central teak aa oompared to the iooentive-lndnoed drive need by Bahrlok, 
inoüier poeeible factor influencing the effect of drive on inoi­
dental learning ie perhap# the type of ouee ueod in the experiment and 
the placement of the direct or central cue# in relation to the irrele­
vant or incidental cue# are involved in the tank preaented for
learning. Silverman (1954) and Silverman and Blit# (1956) found# while 
ualiaLg induced general drive D or intrineio anxiety a# revealed by the 
%mife#t Anxiety Scale (M.A.3.)# a decrea## in inoidental learning. The 
induced drive or anxiety wo@ produced by the presentation of the threat 
of eleotrio #hook. A# mentioned earlier, Kaualer et al'# (1959) findinj# 
were not eimllar to thoce fotmd above in regard# to Inoidental learning. 
An iagwrtant difference between these two studio# wa# type of cue end 
cue 1 vewnt, For Inetanoe, in tlw Eaualer et al experiment, the 
Intentional ttw»k involved learning a aerial llat of 14 geometric form# 
(seven different feme in all) and the inoidental cue# war# seven color# 
whioh filled the geometrioal form# with each form having aseoolated with 
it two different colors. This resulted in very close spatial and
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temporal newneem* la the Silveman (1954) eacpariment the intentional 
etimuli were five bleok lines 0#5 inoheo In width and varying in heig^ it 
from 2*25 inohes to 3,25 inches In steps of .25 inobes. These stimuli 
were presented on a 6 by 8 inch wl&ite sc^jon whidh woe at eye level.
The inoidental stimuli were 20 two-eyllable words whioh were repeated 
by a female voioe. They ware presented by turning on a wire reoorder.
The sound of the words were projected through a muffled 6"dnoh speaker. 
The intensity of the word sounds was about as loud aa "subdued <xmver- 
satienal speeoh". Sixty seconde after the first line wee exposed# the 
inoidontal stimuli wrs introduoed and continued up to ths last 15 
seconds of the experimmt# In the Silverman and Blitz (1956) study the 
inoidental cues were two numbeiv which were positioned in a cwMaory
drum window six oentioeters in distance from the relevant, nonsense 
syllable cues* Without experimental oonfizmatiw It spears to the 
writer that in the &maler et al (1959) study the particular cues used 
and their spatial arrangement would be more facilitating for both direct 
and inoidental learning than the ouee and their arrangement used in the 
Bllveman (1954) and t W  Bilvspaan and Bllts (l956) studies. In short, 
it appears to ths writer that Eausler et al's stimulus slWation la a 
relatively less oouqilsx ono, Assuoinj that this oontentlon is valid, 
it could explain why Kausler et al's iii h drive aubjeots showed no 
impairment in Incidental learning when oospored to his low drive group, 
while Silvsrsen'e and Silverman and Blitz* high drive groups demonstrated 
I inoidental lesrcing tlian their low drive subjeote. A study by 
Spielber xT, Goodateln end Dahlstrom (1958) lends some support to the 
above explanation# These autbors found that the oomplexlty of the task
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mateiial requiring learning govern# the relatlwahlp between the amount 
of enxiety, &e indicated by the Taylor eoale (1953), end the
eewmt of inoidental learning* Inoidental material oonelating of rela­
tively nonMXM%»le% Bender-Oeetalt Teat deal^pw were expwed* R w  order 
of expoaure of the deai^ vae eaeleet doaigne in the eaeiemt poeition 
aerially and the hardest desit^ na wore presented in the hardest position 
serially* This presentation from easiest to most diffloult was empiri- 
oally sstabllehed in an earlier study. The results indioated that the 
subjects who bed high M*A, 5* soores dmonstrated greater inoidental 
learning with the easy tasks and the low anxiety subjeote superior 
performanos with ths more diffloult tasks*
In an experiment Abom (l953) an atte%2Q)t wos mode to disoovor 
what effect exps^ flBientally induced failure has on subjeote* mxaory 
score who are later tested for retention of stimuli whlob they had a 
set to loam and the seme stimuli learned Incldeatslly» Tbs set to 
learn group were those given instructions to memoziae the stimuli and 
the inoidental learning grcMQ» were thow i cn no instructions to memo­
rise the stimuli* Appropriate control groups, where the attempt to 
Induoe fsllur# experimentally was omitted, were set up for the set to 
leam and inoidental learning groups. Result# Indioated that those 
groups who were given instruotlo»» to memorise showed no inhibitory 
effeots due to the ego threat of fhilure* However, in the iiwidental 
learning group (no inetruotione to memoriae) the ego threat of failure 
led to a aignifioantly smaller memory soore than the inoldwtal control 
group* The removal of threat led to some improvement for tiw above 
group.
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OOQtimiing along ^  above tlisnaa, Qomba and Taylor (l952# p#420) 
etato*
Aooordlng to Snygg Combe, the rationale of tko mal- 
adjoatlvo atat# ie roughly as followe: The porooptiv# 
field of the %re»tea#d Individual beoowe rea trio tod to 
the area of the threat he peroeivoa* Benoe, unable to 
eeleot hie pero^ti<Km from a wider field, he behave# 
ooqpuleively, or ropoat dly o^ jhavee in a nonadjustive 
fhehicm. With hie peroeptive field narrowed to the field 
of the threatening object or event, he i# unable to 
aeleot from hie peroeptive field more adequate behavior.
Apparently# the greater the decree of threat to self 
peroeived by the individuel, the more pronounced ie %ie 
reetrloting effect upon the individual *w pw.œptive field,
%&e author# coneider that the above effect ha# been etrongly eupported
in regard# to trameatio eltuatione but it ie w t  oertaln whether tbie
effect oowr# when the individual fzpcrienoe# it threat# to the
organiaation of eelf. An experiawmt waa carried cut to test the above.
It was discovered that when mild, eooial threate are applied, subjeote
required a longer time to trenelate eentenoee into a eiaple cod# and
made greater error# in tranelation*
The experimental data juet reviewed indicate that a phenomenon 
known ae incidental learning? actually oooure, %ecifioally. Incidental 
learning dieoueeed in the previou# review refer# to the looming of 
atlmuli by subjeote who have not been prepared th: j » instruction to do 
so* In addition, a fair eaoimt of evidence was preaented supporting the 
contention that a# drive (anxiety, inoentive) increases inoidental 
learning or awareness of or sensitivity to exteriooeptive stimuli decreases* 
Pinally, there was some indication #u,3gestlng that an iogportant variable 
influenoing the relationship between inoidental learning and drive is
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task complexity* ineteRoe, in one e W y  hi^ ii anxiety eubjeoW 
tended to do better on inoidental learning with eeay taeke while low 
anxiety eubjeote performed better with more ooBg»le% taeke, and ae the 
oomplexlty of the Inoidemtal learning t&ak inereaeed, inoidental learning 
deore&eed for all eabjeete, observed ae a eimgle group.
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# o  oNKNOt of ootlotlo# devolop# #o4# oooverooly, th#
0
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dimlnlebe# a# a funotlon of inoreaslog time spent 
away frm the atiwlue-ohJorL.
To dleeover whether epontemeowa oltemetlon ie eltemation of reepcmsee 
or etiwll, Gleneer emihonged between trials the ouoe that differen­
tiated two pathweye of a two*eltemative mee. If it had been reeponeee 
that were being alternated the subjeote would have alternated pathway# 
from trial to trial even tWu ;h the external stimuli of the pathway# had 
been eeltbhod each trial* (hi the other hand, if the organisme had been 
alternating etimull, them they should have continued to ohooee the aeme 
pathway each trial because of the mew set of euee aoeooiated with the 
pathway from trial to trial, The reeulta indicated that the eubjeota 
(rate) ehowed a elgaificant tendenoy to repeat rather than alternate 
their ohoioe of pathweye* In short the rate went where there were new 
atimull r a ^ r  than alternating reupoaaee (went rl ht, then left, etc* )* 
Ih addition Mentgmaery (l952), using rata aa subjeote, ran mi 
experiment to discover whether epontaneoua alternation could bo inter­
preted os altonwition of roeponeea or plaoee (stimuli). Stimuli in a 
3#aaze were eawhsn;^ between trials so that stimuli whioh were on one 
side of the subject in one trial would be on the other side on the next 
trial. This change in stimuli was done by the use of a oroas"CW&s# which 
could be turned into two T'ORzoo by shuttio:; doors on woh side of the 
oboica point and c L rt Li - the subjeote in a oounter balanced order from 
oppoelte sides of the oro8S#mase, It woe disooveired that the subjeote 
altom»*! i place# to a si "'ificaat doree while alternation of turns 
woo at ohaTioG lov<;l. When stimuli, which corresponded with particular 
pathways in a tw-altem&tlve maze, were switohed betwew* trials the 
subjocts tended to travel down ths some pathway rather than ewitoh paths.
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Thie experiment again eu :.:;o8t@ organlema tend to seek out novel or 
different stimuli mtber than ronnln with or turn to the seme stimuli 
repeatedly*
In n ewawhat elmilar experiment to the abovo, ueing rate as
eubjeote performing in » T-mane, Rotlikopf end %eamen (1952) present
reoulte whioh uupport both the reaotlve inhibition nnd etlmulue eatia-
tion hypotheeee# %eae euthore conclude (1952, p*255)*
1# hete undergo ednptation to eztemel cues during 
exposure. They prefhr to respond to stimuli to wjiloh 
%#y are less adapted# Benoe they will alternate "places* 
in an equal reward T^maee eituntien*
2* Seepondlng lead# to a fatig*w»liks state (Ir), Rat# 
prefer to make less "fetlgued" respwsea* Hsnce, they 
will tend to alternate "reeponeee" in an e(p%sl reward 
T#maae sltwitlon.
3. *a#epwise" alternations reduce Ir-drive and cause an 
izq^ rovasent of alternation with praotioe.
Again in a etudy by Butler (1953) the reinforcing effeots of 
exteroceptive atiaulatiw are demonstrated# Fivo rbeeue monkey# were 
trained on a color-dlscrlalnatlon problem with the chance of looking 
thLCu t a window for 30 eeocnd# being an Inoentivo. Each subjeot wa# 
placW In a hex wl%ich had only slight illumination; the box itself had 
opaque walls. % e  monkeys were exposed to two cards, each of a different 
color. If the subjeot put ll^t pressure on tiw correct card he wo# 
rewarded with the opportunity to explore visually paart of the laboratory* 
The animal# were able to Icam the oorreot discriminative response and 
performed efficiently throu^iout a number of dally session# with the 
only rslnforccr bein r visual erplomtimi* It 1# suagested by Butler 
that thl# motive of viaual-ezploration Is not derived fran "other moti­
vational or drive et&tss"*
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In experiment by Marx, llendereon, and Roberta (1955)
ware plaoed In a Sklnnar boz vhloh oontalnad a bar vhloh, whan preeaed, 
resulted in a mild illumination for s few aeoonda* The rate of bar 
preGslng on the teat aeeaion (bar jireeaing fbllcwad ty illumination) 
wan found to be slgnlfioantly M  :L;r than the bar preaelng rate on the 
laet pretest eoaelon (bar pressing not followed by Illumination), Ihe 
au^we attribute this difference to ^  illumination being positively 
reinfbroing and give tW interpretation that "etimulue ohaot^ e or novelty" 
oan aot as a poeitive roinforoor*
A further experimont along the same line# vao performed by K(yerm 
and I^ler (1954) to dwionstrato that animals satiated on food and 
water can loam a new rooponoe if this reeixonoe ie followed by an oppor­
tunity for exploration or aotlvity. They ran the above experiment 
ho" in to ehed li^t on somewhat unexpeoted reeulte from a previoue 
experiment, %eae results were that a group of naive male albino rate 
which were satiated and tliou ht to be unrovarded and whioh had no pre­
vious training in drlvs^ ao'f lioition learned a new habit of bar preseing 
as rapidly as other groups whioh did have training in drive-acquieltlon 
before testing;, Drivettoquisitltm rofom to the proooss wMreby neutral 
stimuli have acquired drive value by demonstrating tliat they will moti­
vate the leamin ' cf a new habit. In this experiment the neutral stim­
uli to(^ on drive value by boi n . fiasooiated with hun drive reduotlon* 
This was aesimed to have happened when satiated animals demonstrated new 
lea 14.,., ulwn all traoee of food had been removed from the experimental 
' Aur,
Referring to the second experiment the animals, while satiated and
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In t W  abnonoe of food, were given lews taaln^ ; than in the first exper­
iment. Taming in this experiment rt;:for@ to the pioklng up of each 
animal onoe a one«*alf hour before the feeding time, frwx Ite home 
cage and placing? it in another maall cage which contained a email, 3*^, 
pellet of wet ground Purina Ghow. Once the %)cllet wae caton the animal 
was placed again in its home ooge, Tbia arran-gœwnt wae not up to t@at 
the poasihility that it wao L..„ „xviidorchle amount of handling, taming 
and feeding of the group of anloolj u?kloh had no drive-acqnleltion 
t^ tiLiing tliat led to their learning. A group of fifty satiated naive 
m\lc rata after the taming p.\iO'id,:ru were broken up into five aub- 
groupa oonalating of 10 animals each and wore plaoed randomly into 
various experimental altuatloua. The follcyvin. la a brief desorlption 
of the experimental arrungements*
(a) One group *8# placed in a white cocipctrtment a M  had to leam to 
press a bar to get into the black c^^artaent,
(b) Another group wac placed in the black compartment but with the 
aame sot up as the abo'm group.
(o) Tlie next group, when they proasod t W  bar resulting in a door 
whioh separated black and white oompartacnts boi% dropped, were tmable 
to fnter or «es into the black compartaaont baoause of the existence of 
a white wooden board behind the door,
(d) A fourth group reosivod all their trials (18) in one oftomoon 
(cw^ ssod practice), The situation in other ways was the oamo that 
for tW whit* to black group,
(*) The lost group waa or.ganiaed exactly like the maased sroup except 
tWt thoir trials were spaced at one each day (distributed practice )*
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The result# showed that satiated and nonAMordod subjects mastered
the learning problAs of bar preeslDkg to get into either the black or
white (xx^ portmeat# Hiowever, expérimental group (c), whioh oould not
attain visual or actual entry into t)% black CKX%iartment ao a result
of their roujondii/ in the white (Xxmpartment, showed no evidenoe of
learning# The animals in the massed exporimenbil roup did not leam
either althou^ jh the epaood group did# The authors \,wyers & Killer,
1954, p*433) state that the above results "su%/oot that the act of
eaein ; or * * .loi* tie other oompartmsnt, or 'jritaua experiencing the
between the two o^ npozrtments (irrespective of the direction of
change), p?x»duces the rclnforoczMmt,"
Speaking obout t W  failure of the macsed group to leam a(yers and
Miller (1954, p#434) etate:
Tbougab eons inferiority of t W  massed group would b# 
expected from t)*o %)ri)ioipl@ of reactive inhibition, the 
magnltudo of the diffufcnce fcmmd in tlilo experiment 
suggests that other faotaie may be opersting# If 
leamiu.; wore motive t.,d by a mlatlvely weak drive of 
exeroiwo, exjlorfition, or curiosity, it is pooeible that 
this motivation might be satiated or e%ti%paiehed by the 
messed pmotlco and not have enou#i chsmoe to recover 
dui'in; Ihc ol'ort time between trials* MomtgcsRry and 
Berlyne have shown that a mt*s tendency to invcctigat# 
a new stimulus objwct deoreases rapidly with continued 
sxposure and shows little zreoovery during & s?iort inter­
val of non-ezposure but considerable recoveiy during a 
24"hour interval. Thus, the satlatlw of an exploratory 
drive during massed trials but recovery during spaced 
ones may account for the différence in the aeoond exper­
iment* If on sTiloTTtor]'' tcndsnoy can pmduoe looming 
like other drivcu such os hun^r, and also show o similar 
pattern of o'ti lion end rv oovor}', these functional 
parallels to olre known drives would help to justify 
its c l oslfioatlon in the same oategozy with them, namely 
as a delve#
In explanation of the roeults of their study )^ |fers and Miller (1954, 
p.bÿs) hove this to say*
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we believe it la lo/oible coiiftaeiaent produoe#
amciety# ic or monotony arouwe
A drive oC borcdoa# the obi^ ervatlon of eaall
children uho r^ u^iv^ C lo sit ubaolutelj still, the 
rojo^te of ^^ ioonero to uolltw^y oonfinement,
and the difficulty boxtOT, arl ^ oott in re-
t&inliy Ü8 1% their exj^finent w: the offecta of decreoaed 
lortosz'/ i,k:lcütc ouch ooclltluoc
oan 'ifod'tou atr")3i ' '?l:ei'vfo.e, wo su /cet
bhst 4iiiv,)i '(k)0 oi' siomtououf' otifM-
letlox, owfofotx! Li wtlor, cto$, w,\' he reduocH* by 
oonsoiy vijrisl ,, f'ctJown!" 'otlos, oto«, cml Uwt euoh 
drive reduction le the rolnforo^wnt Involved in learning 
for "exploratory", "o;i iloul; lo:y", end "everoiee" lowarde.
To iMMcrluo, tho erperj^ . '-Ll evidenoe todioatod that rata in order 
to avoid or *'coiv r w. :itimilue a&tiatlon tend to where there ore new 
stimuli end will alternate %)leoee to & oi;ulfioantl nter degree #*n 
the reeponsea used to get there* In addition it wao demn^ti^ted that 
alternation behavior of rats is motivated by both reegonee^produced 
inl^ lbition and novelty of stlnull* ?lnaLlly o if mtoe waa pre-
oentu! which dojOT.iU'.: tvd t?ut nvvcl atimuli can aot ea a reinforoer 
for new looming* iuao^ L; ;0' if the above cx.iorl'aental f&ote for 
the preeent otudy le ti\:t tlwy offer eome .n% \»ort to the assumption that 
orgsitioBs when in a monotonouR or feaillar, rather res trio ting environ» 
aent proWbly oxporlonoo some fona of negative drive (inhibition) and/or 
atiaulua o^ t^i&tion which tends to be diBei^ &t.tvd to some de*jree by being 
erpowd to novel or ,^,1/f r:»! atimull.
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1# Ib# experlmentml literatare preeent# ovldenoe that for most psyoho* 
motor and verbal learning tasks soms diskributed praotloe rssults in 
superior porformanos as oompared to porfomsno# under massed praotioo*
2* The phenomeow of rominiaoenos is observed In both psyohomotor and 
verbal learning tasks under hl^ b^ly mssnsd pmotios oomdltions,
3# lass roelstanoo to oKtlaotlon tends to oo<M)r Wmn extinction trial# 
are maeoed* Bowever, extinotlon resistanc# increases when the same 
trial interval length is used in ccmditioning and extinction*
4# The effects of massed practioe in a great many eiq^riments consist 
of a tsBgxMrary perfOmsnoe impaiment which dissipates with rest (remi- 
nisowoe) and a more lasting iepairment# This would seem to imply that 
impaired perfoimsooe due to massed practice results in a sli^ dit learning 
décrément, as well as a temporary psrftmmsnce deorment. 
g* A number of experimenters, in aoocuntinj for the superiority of 
distributed prsotioe over massed pruotlce and t W  reminiscence phenom» 
enon, postulate some inhibitczy process which builds cq» under massed 
practice and dieeipatee with rest#
6* Biqwrimmital evidenoe indiosteo that novel or external stimuli 
impinging upon a» or^,aniœa can diseipate existing Inhibition*
7* A review of experiments on incidental lecmlng indicatee that the 
learning of stimuli without receiving any instruotiono to do so does 
occur* The exictenoe of a negative relationship betwoen amount of
67
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Inoldeatal learning and degmo of drive (incentive, amelety) was 
supported by a ntmiber of atwllee* i anxiety subjects tend to do 
better cm relatively easy inoidental l@ami%; Wsks while more ooBqilax 
tasks are performed bettfw by I w  anxiety subjects*
3* Rate tmnd to go where there arc novel stimuli and both response» 
produced inhibition and novel atimuli appear to be the situation lAicA 
iarouses or elloits the motive leading to alternation behavior in rats. 
In addition, a number of studies suggest %»at new looming can take 
place when novel stiowll arc offered as reinfOrwmemt#
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'(O I."' vC this i:' !.() fi,.'. ('Ut J- 'lher auhjects that
have W m  L*:"; \.c UJ to l.r.:ii .ull u,).lq ' practice conditions
will show, whan teet,;i, a gi'ecter amount of incidental learning 
(desoiibod. on pa^ pe 2) &c coopered to eub.locta who have Wen instructed 
to learn stimuli under distributed p]'. citce conditions.
It is predicted in view of tïie :)revia'.:Rly outlined experimental 
findings that * "c will be a positive between mtseed
pmotioe and the amount of Inoldontal learning*
The main hypothesis is as follows* luolJental 1 naming (learning 
of gsometrloal figureql will be significantly ?p%ntor atntlotlcAlly
% é \
while p*rfc%*3ln : ti)levant task (Icxml.:; of iweenss eyllahles) under 
oonditlons of massed prsotioe, it .ui vher. "rrformlrij the same task 
under distributed pmotloe.ocnditiom#*
rationale r:lo dyi:. ' thL; is baeod on the ,r:eneral
flr,,/L%gs, as reviewed here, that verb''.! 1'= ciliig ie slower ucier maaaed 
practice ae oompîured to di3k practice conditions* Shcperiœntera
have tried to  ^tin I'ti.i ui T  r nx* in @peed of looming by postu­
la'.in; tlmt under maccod practice condltiom: Wilbitlon and ctloulus 
satiation build up more and iim ko acre slowly, time
isqxilrin; lesming effloleaicy. In terms of the inhibition theory out­
lined by iiysenok, in thn iRiaoratloal 3ac:p:.nrid (pa^ iTea 4-14^
of this study, ones the iniibltlon (negative drive) equals positive
6?
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drive, on InvolonWy zeot pause tnhea place (tbs subject waoea 
reepondlog to the task glvla^ ; zioe to inhibltlw), The atimulue aatlo- 
tioa theoiy holds that an liaim, Wwn expooed to aimilar (monotooous) 
atimmli, develop# a need ror new etimuli and as a oweequsnae seeks 
them out (supported by experiments on pa e@ 6D-66), During the Involun­
tary rest pause It Is assumed that the o *k'"ima will respond, voluntarily 
or Involuntarily to different or novel stimuli# %erefore, it is pos­
tulated that during the involuntary rest psnss IxAibition and stimulus 
satiation are dissipated, freeing the subjoot to respond a^ %ain to the 
task vhioh it has been motivatod to perform* %ls last postulate 
reoelves m^port from experimwits deserib d on a os 4j
The maia hypothesis In terms of the just#outlined rationale is 
therefor# based on the followlug aesusptions#
(i) Ihhlbitiw and stimulus satiation will aooumulate as the aubjeots 
attempt to loom nonsense syllables under macsed praotiee*
(ii) When the amount of inhibltiw reaches a point where it neutral- 
ieeo positive drive it is mq^ootod that a corrospondlng need for dif­
ferent or novel stimuli will exist*
(ill) The different geometrical fl/;ures plaoed to the right of the 
nooaense syllables, wi%in visual sensory reo^tion, will supply the 
stimulus novelty needed which should elicit the subject*# response or 
attention*
(iv) %is need for and response to novel stimuli (geometrical figures) 
will be reflectod in the ( o to which the r^eometrioal figures are 
learned (i*e* incidental learning)#
A corollary to the main hypothcele is ^bat the need for and
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response to new stimuli will be greater under aoeeed pmotioe than under 
distributed pmotloe beoauee Inhlbltitm and Btimulue eatlation are not 
expected to build up to the same extent beoauee of the rTMater like­
lihood that dlael' kion of the alxivo oondltlone will take place during 
the rest intervale Inserted between the trlale of the distributed practice 
condition#
It mf ;)it be augf^sted that t irrelevant stimuli (goomotrloal 
flgurea) will dlatract or lntorfo:% with the loAunin, of nonsenoe 
ayllahloa, thus resulting In rf irmanoc, of this task# first
of all, it ia aaaumcd that due to the (xnitrast in the nature of the 
relevant and irrolevnnt aliinall, end alnce the eubjeote have not received 
any inetructione to I' a m  tcv irrelevant etlaull (l|ype II Incidental 
teaming Experiment, Peatman, 1964, see pages 2*0), only a auall degree 
of Interference or distraction will oowr frw the geoactrical figures 
in the learning of the main task# This minimum distmctlon from the 
Irrelevant stimuli Is postulated to occur in the foUowln;; manner# The 
geometrical ures may act iu such a mannw as to draw the subject's 
attention away fnm the central task from time to time, hence slow down 
perfomcnoe on this task, especially under distributed pr^ jatlce* If 
this distraction were to roach al.!palficant proportions it would be 
reflected in poorer performance on tlis main task under distributed 
practice, when A e  irrelevant stimuli arc present, than when those stim­
uli are absent# Dnder massed practice, the saswpticn tbat the subject's 
attention would be periodically to the Irrelevant etimili, would
be ucmooted to have a pceltlva effect such os dissipatlu? inhibition 
snd/cr stimulus catle.ticn recul, in lsq,roved performance on the main
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toak* flaot, beoewee of the postulated build up of Inhlbltlcm and 
atimluB GMitlatian (a fatigua and boredom like mbjeotlv# oxporienoe) 
undor moaaed praotioo, it la axpootod that the aubjeote will have a 
greater need fOr, or lees reslstnace to being distracted, or giving 
tbalr attention to ^  relatively novel geometrical figures in order to 
lessen the negative drive built up from responding to the mcnotonoue 
niKwenee syllables, l*e* to dissipate the boredom and/or fatigue like 
subjective feeling, the subjects will tend to seek cut novel or different 
stimuli tWs avoiding the stimuli and perfoimanoe giving rise to the 
above ewAjective feellng^mentioned in the ratiwwle for the maim hypo­
thesis)# If the above disai^tion were to reach significant proportions 
it would seem logical to expect that it would be reflected in miperior 
perfczaanc# on the main task, under massed practice, in the presmws of 
the irrelovsnt stimali as oospar%d to when thooe stimuli are absent#
Additicmal hypotheses fbrmulatsd from the above disouaeicn on the 
effects of tbs gecmetrioal figursa tïotlnj as a distraotion from the 
learning of nonaense syllables arc#
(a) Tbs Icfiming of nonsense syllables will be faster under massed 
practice when the geometrical figures are oresei^  ^as colored to when 
these stimli are ,#%#&&#
(b) Owtral task performance will be inferior under distributod pzmotice 
comdltione in the presence of Irrelevant etisnli than in their absence.
The independent variables, i*e« those which are manipulated by or 
are under the control of the experimenter, are* l) the conditions of 
praotio# in lofumiog the nonsense syllablss, namely, massed and distrib­
uted practice, and 2) the presence or absence of the fgecmetrioal figures 
under the two practice conditions*
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR LIBRARY
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The dependent variable# are eubjecte* reepcneea ne measured by l) 
the number of noneenee eyllablee learned in a given number of triale, 
under both (wmditlone of practloe. In ^  preaeno# and abowoe of the 
geometrioal figure#, and 2) the emotmt of incidental loaming a@ meaeured 
by two method# of reoall, The meoaure# of rocnll will oomelet of (a) 
"Are#* recall (Poetman, 1964), wheretqr the *d»jeote will be reqaeetod 
to reproduoe by drawing, in any eequbho#» as many of the geometrioal 
figure# a# oan remember, and (b) reoall of the oorreot paired aaeo- 
oi&te arrangement of nooaena# ayilablee with goometrleal figures a# used 
in the stimuli présentation part of the experiment*
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Selection a«d Description of Subjects
The gubjeota of this atudy ooaaiated of 60 persona randomly ohoaen 
from the grade nine female atudente of Catholic Central Ei^ Sohool, 
Iiondon, Ontario, They were between the agea of 13 and 15 inolnaive, 
naive to the foraal rote lo rning eituation and had I*Ci, aoorea ranging 
from 90 to 140, #*eae I. J, eooroe ware obtained from a group 1,0. teat 
known aa the Dmminiw Teew - %:lok*6oorlng Croup ^*t of learning 
(kipaoity - form A, Intermediate, Tbi* teat was etmwiardized on an 
Ontario aohool population eoneiotin? of 17 eohoole in both urban end 
rural areas of Ontario (ikt/oa, 1953), Bovland (195%), in liis review 
of the literature on the relationship of individual differonoes and 
learning, refers to a number of studies which show relatively hi/;di 
oorrelatione between learning and intelli^ e^noe. Other studios are 
mentiwed by the sane author which Indionte that looming tende to 
improve with Inoreaee in age up to matuzity# Ae a result of the above 
findintp* it wae ooneidored nooq^ ütL.'y to insure i^mt none of the four 
groupe of the present Jtudy illffr^ vC to a slgnifictmt dagt'CQ in the 
variables of Intelllgenoe and age*
The 1,0# eoores (uid chronolj .lu.il agoR in months are shown In 
Tbble 5 of Appendix A, As i Icatcl by Table 6 of Appendix A, no
?4
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eignificant dlffemnoc vos obtained between Wie mean I*^* eeoree of the 
four groupa, A#rtber@ore, it waa concluded, on inapeotlon of %ble 5, 
that it wna Mghly unlikely that a elgnifloant difference eiieted 
betwem %e mean agee of the varioue groupe,
Sandomlaation vae aooompliehed by aeaignlng a number to each peraon 
mekin, up the above u ul&tion, mixing theee nimbere in a box, then 
drawing the number# one at a time until 60 were obtained, la each wae 
taken out it was aoeigned alternately to four different ^^ youpa vith the 
fIrat eubjeot being arbitrarily placed in the firet of the fbllowlng 
group#, the aeeond aubjeot in the next group and so forth, The four 
group# were#
(a) Die maeeed practice group with Irrelevant etlmill
(b) The maeeed practice group without irrelevant atümli
(o) The dletrlbuted p%%ctioo group with irrelevant stimuli 
(d) The dletrlbuted pmotloe group wiWxwt irrelevant atimull 
Group# (a) and (o) were the experlmmtal Toupa and (b) and (d) were 
the control ;;roup3.
Method
The folio I Hat of ten noneence was presented to the
eubjoct# by moane of a Bw^ mozy drum wM:(%))y o .oa f /l la b le  appeajrod, one 
at a time, in th@ window of th.; abovo inetrumont# 33S, RUl, SAll, BII,,
R03, ITIh, AwL, iX)2, LI3, RA3* The above r.'i^ i.once eyllahloa were the
earn# a# thoae used in Undezvood mW. SJ/fz -di};':*# (1953) otudy. The 
reason thi# particular uonsanse syllable lise was oTioeen for t:-' present 
etudy wa# becauso the obovo author# found that this combination of hi#i
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aemingfulnos# (93*3) to 100g$ asooolatlon valu#, @ W e ,  1928) and 
Biailority (four oonsowmto oacdi being uwd five times, all vowels used 
twioe) deoKmetreWL the greatest feollitation in learning by distrib­
uted praetioe when compared to m&Gsed praotioe* ü&e fwr Hate used iu 
tbeee autbore* etwdy to dlsoover this relatively greater faollitatlon 
by distributed praotioe were a 11 i* ueenin fulness, high intralist 
aimilarity list (ueed in this etudy); a high meanlngfulnees, low iutra- 
list elmilarity llet; a low moaoin fulness, hi^ Intmlist simllarlb^ 
list# and a low meaningfUlnees, low lntz%liet similarity list, Inasmuoh 
as the present experimest depwds on building up ItAibitlon while 
learning a noneense syllable list imder massed praotioo, it woe expected 
^ t  the above first list would fulfill this need* The nationale behind 
#*e above expectation is bused on the experlaenter'a aseomptian #iat 
the relatively hi# degree of learning facilitation under distrlbutsd 
praotio* found with tW  first liet described, suggests that the distrib- 
buted pmctice condition allowed the inhibition built up during pier- 
fomsooe to dissipate during the rest intervals. (h% Wie other bend, 
the massed prsctlw condition did not allow for the dissipation of the 
accumulated inhibition, A further reason for using this particular list 
was becaose Enderwood and Bdohardscn's (l958) subjects were naive tm 
rots verbal loaming sxperlmemts as were the subjects of this wqpsrWsnt* 
Halve subjects in the present experlmmat were those lAo never had any 
experisnos learning nonssmse syllables presented by means of an apparatus. 
Specifically, none of these subjects had ever seen a msoery drum prsvioua 
to ^lis sxperlmsnt, none were aware of what a noneense syllabi* %ms, 
and all subjects denied hev n over participated in an activity of this
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nature.
The iDoldental stimuli were uroeonted in the memory drum window in 
euob a way that they appeared oa the ri^ ijit of the nonoense syllables at 
a dlotanoe of on*» < a quarter inches. The vi *t side was chosen 
because people usimlly read from left ko right, As a result, it was 
assumed that the right side would be more facilltatu-n for incidental 
l#aml)ig. The partionlar distance bub#con the xu:.wn;*e syllables and 
the Irrelevant stimulirepllcâted^losely as possible (limited by the 
width of m m i y  drum window) the distance between incidental and rele­
vant stimuli uaiKi In the Silvermsn and Slits (1956) e.^erim#nt ( reported 
on pas* 56), The exact Jietmnoe used by the above authors was six 
centimeters and InoWenbil did occur*
The incidental stimuli ooneiated of ten geomotrioal fi rures; seven 
of them were those used by Bahrick (1954) in his experiment on inoidentiü. 
loaznlng reported on page j4, Since the experimenter required a totf^ 
of ten figures to pair with tlis ton nonseuse syllables, three additional 
1 jee were arblti%rily constructed, % s  t/M rucsietrioal figures 
need in the experiment were as follows*
A  a  +  #  e  s a  I—  ^  m s
The oevonth, eighth and ninth wore those oonatruotod by the
writer.
% v   ^(l?3@b) has shown thAt the faster the rate of presentation
of a aerinl list (described on piLjes 30-31) of a paired«acsociate list
(Hovland, 1949), the greater tho facilitation of learning by distributed 
practice. Oonoemin,; the above experlmentm, Bovland makoe use of an
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inblblWzy oonoept In explaining these reaulte*
In the preeimt experiment, the maeeed practice iroupe were exposed 
to the stimuli at a two-eeoond rate of presentation, with four eeoonde 
between trlale; the distributed r^ otloe groups were exposed to the 
stiwili also at a two-eeoond rote of présentation with six^ ssoonds 
between trials* This two-#eo<n%l rate of presentation was expooted to 
facilitate th# build up of inhibition with massed prsotioe* Thio was 
also the presentation rate used by Gnderwood and %lohards<m (1958) in 
their study mentioned pages 75«f6* Sowever, where the present 
experioent used a four*eeoond intàrval between messed trials Underwood 
end aiohsidson used an eight-eeoond interval* %ls modlfioation was 
mads w  the expsMmsntsr's asaw^tion that there would be a smaller 
degree of dissipation of inhibition, vhioh has been postulattid to aoou­
mulate under massed practice, in using this shorter interval between 
trials,
Even though Underwood (1961) has generally found 30 ssoonds as 
effective w  longer rest intervals betweem trials in demonstrating 
learning facilitation by distribution, this study used a 60"*eoond 
interval between trials to Inoreaeo the likelihood that moat of any 
existing inhibition would be dissipated. Speaking about distributed 
practice rest intervals, Underwood and Riohnrdson (1955* P,44) state* 
"Whmn Intorlist intsrfenwoe Is low, the length of Intertrial interval 
beyond a certain minimum (possibly 60 ssoonds) is not an iss>ortant 
variable la either acquisition or retention," The interlist Intcr- 
fsr#M% mentioned above refers to that arising from the letters used in 
other nonsense syllable lists learned by subjects* The greater the
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auAber of nonaens* syllable list# previously lasmsd, tbs greater Is 
t W  interferemo# ooourrimg from the lettere ueed in the previously 
learned lists with the letters being used in the learning of a partlou- 
lar nonsense syllable list of on ong,z ixperiment*
Criterion of Learning
A pilot study was oarrled out to ascertain at what particular 
trial or tadU&ls the greatest difference would be found in the number 
oj snse syllables correctly recalled, under massed end distributed 
praotaos* It was postulated that at the above partloular trial or 
trials the mwunt of inhibition would have r^ohed its peak under massed 
practice# ü&e subjects in the pilot simdy were required to loom the 
noneenoe syllable list presented on page 75 to & criterion of one 
perfect recall of Ü*# lAole list# Those subject# vlw reached this cri­
terion In less than gO trials were given additional trlale until trial 
50 wo# attained.^ Bet willing to assume that the subjeote would be 
able to correctly recall the noneense syllable Hat on additional trials 
beyond the trial when the list was first correctly reoalled, the exper- 
imwter required that all subjeot# be presented the list up to trial 50 
Inclusive, Irreapective of whether ono perfect anticipation had been 
reached earlier or not# It was expected that tAs great majority of
^ Althouadi trial 50 was arbitrarily decided upon, its choice w #  
related to a small pre#pllot study experiment with flv# acquaintances 
of the experimenter who were exposed to the noaeenso syllables on page 
75 under massed practice ocnditiens described on 78# Trial 50 was 
well beyond tbs number of trlale it took four cut of five subjects to 
reach one perfect anticiputlon of the nonsense syllable list* The 
remalîilnr, subject took 4o trials to reach Wils criterion level.
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BUbjeote would b# able to reach the criterion of one perfoat reoall of 
the nonaenae eyllable liet within )0 trial#,
i«q)ortant oondltione to note about tlie pilot atudy are deeoribed
below#
1, The first ten gubjeote of control group (b) and oontrol group (d)
(aee page 75) of the main experiment made up the meeed praotio# and 
die tribu ted praotio# groups ree^otively of the pilot study#
2, Tbs mas#ed and distributed praotioe groups of the pilot study were 
fomed end run under sxeotly the seme experimental oondltlone as the 
OMitrol ^wups (b) end (d) of the imln stMy except for a difference in 
the learning criterion#
% e  above two conditions wde it experimentally possible for the 
recuits of the two pilot study groups to be inoorpomted as port of the 
total results of the respective control Bcwever, only the
number of noneense syllables learned by the two groups of the pilot 
study up to and including trial 30 were used as part of the results of 
oontrol groups (b) and (d)# The reason for the above will bocwe 
obvious to the reader from what follcvs#
% #  pilot study showed the greatest difference between massed and 
distributed praotio# in the number of nonsense syllables learned# at 
trials 30 and 31 (sec h. . 3# Appendix D) - trial 30 rather than trial 
31 was chosen as the criterion level for the oxporiaant proper booous*
Of the relative ease of working etatistlcolly with an even number#
This finding provided a means of equalinin ' the exposure time of both 
the central and irrelevant etimuH# for all subjects of the main exper­
iment, Ihe sbove equality in exposure tin neoeasary to conclude
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that the dlfferenoe In amount of inoldontal loamlncT, if #ignifio@At, 
was due to the particular oondltions of %iraotio# rather than expoaure 
to the inoldOT.uil otimuli for different pe: j of tlmo, Tbia very 
likely would have been the oaee if t:ie criterion level had been the 
first trial where oomqilete lemming of the noneeneo syllable Hot bad 
ooourred, Due to differences in 1\* mi ability the eubjecta would 
have taken v...rloue nus^re of triala to maator the learning task. In 
additi(M3 the meeed praotioe group would be oxpected to require a 
greater averof* nuaiber of trlale to learn tlx* list than the distributed 
practice group* Actually, the pilot study indicated that the naseed 
practice '/ojp . jlulrud an average of 43 trials to roach the crltari<m 
of complete learning of the nonsense syllable list, whereas, the dis­
tributed preotiee group required an avorSkge of 28 trials to re^b the 
same criterion* It was shown by means of a t-tost that the difference 
between tbs sbov* average number of trials was significant beyond the 
*05 level of confidence* This lation has been summarised in Table
1 below.
If the subjects were :^t given soma task to perform during the 
intervals of distributed prsotioe, they oould voluntarily or involun­
tarily review the nonsense syllables and thus faster learning could 
OGCur* As A result, It oouli) be argued that the reason that distributed 
practice facilitates i;>.rnin: is because the subjects review the data 
during the rest periods, while the massed practice subjects do not have 
as great an opportunity for review, This would invalidate the asmmp- 
tion that greater learning facilitation under distributed practice 
results from the dissipation of inhibition du\'ing distributed pmotioe
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trial intervals#
Table 1
A Goxparlew of the Mwm Bumber of Tzials to Learn a Bonsenoe Syllable 
Wet under Hameed and DlatrllMxted Praotiee
Maewd Mstributed
Mean SD Mean SD
df
Trials 43 14#6 28 7*1 18 2*78*
* P *05 « 2*10 
**P *01 . 2,08
In order to raduoe thic opportunity for reviswlzi, tbs data, eubjeote 
vers required to p rfor* w. r neutral task, establiehed by tbs srperi- 
mentor, during the intertrial intervals* Some of the rest iit /al 
tasks ueed in i v/lous etu&lee * been eourti*' "usLoore, color naMnj, 
and oanoslling ayabols, Underwood and %lobar\iucn (195 )) bad Ihelr 
subjects do a syabol OA\tcill''tion ta.':k during tbs Intsrtrlal intervals 
of "!L:;tri')utQd praotioe, L"ilr, seme R-iibol oancsllation task van used 
in the %)ressat ; . flth the distributed pruotioe subjects, during tbs
60»cwoond int(2rval Dctwesu trlale, u f the aason^tion Idmt the oppor­
tunity for rovia\Jing the noneenae syllablaa wauld bo alininated or at 
leas': .;.'h,tly ruduuod. Bdvever, there vas no way of knowing positively 
that thu sb:vo 'taouription vos in fhot true,
Tho suggfclion nl/ht ariao that the i. k'"'dated task oould inter­
féra %fith the le r3d ..g the asin task# On -jd (1953), in hie review
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of the litoroturo on transfer and rétroaction, refer* to a nuubor of
exporiaanta which present evidmice Indloatlne that retroactive inter-
forenoe and no,:-(ilivo transfer tend to ooour when the elmilarity between
the interpolated L u' and the leami.i task Inoraseea* The above
author mmmrlaee this evidenoe in the following law# "When both etia-
ulus and response members are eimultanaously varied, n. " «*ve tMinsfor
and retroactive interference are obtained, the magnitude of both in-
creasing; as the stimulus similarity Inoroases," (Os,gocd, 1953#
The same author (p,520) defines tt.msfsr and rétroaction as follows*
Tronafnr z\,fers to tlio ul'fcct of a preocdin * activity 
upon t3?c lonr.Un. )f a ivon i:.ok; LfitmAotion zrefers to 
the effect of un intoroolatud (lnt(,rvenin;) activity upw 
the rotoalion of t a'r previousl^ '- Ic mei* Both offocte 
may vmy ifi d« :rrr o;tJ dirMotlon* facilitative tranafcr 
is wzlled positive tAr,3f''r and Intcrft rinT t'ansfSr is 
called no T,tivo t roinfor, AlthoUfj. rf*trouctive faoilita- 
tion is cci-iouly i^ 'ccpt^ bly ir.od for ,-,ni.lve .%tro- 
action, the tom "rotronctivf Inhibition" }ias unfortunately 
hoeu up"*lloJ when 'le ? ttvr rutiwctlon hjs boon found*
Osgood p%' r to use the term "retroactive i.i.tcf re icc" in place of
"retroactive inhibition"*
[leforenoe is made by Osgood to Aaaons (1947) and Irion (1940) who
explain tlx# leoe in retention of a during the rest period,
by m&ns of a loos of ic/f;,/' u,,i .y. t* 'ï'hti loos is mora pronounced
whan the rest im iVAl iv f:l'\ ri'.. ii./Uuilar activities*
;lofor:'i" '.ÆI present e^porlmcRt, it would seem that because of
tlic diffez'vK.f^ a In the oymbols and nature of the inter;)olated task as
oomporod to the symbols and nature of the main teak, it would bo correct
to oomslder the similarity heWx-e t.rk/ as low* Conoeming the
similarity betwjo'*: let rpol tcV ;.nd l<\ viL . ta iky, Postman (1964,
p#l?3) otatec;
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It should be noted that intc ' .Itt ' material* of varying 
degree* of aimil rity to tlio ):iginol lo mlng imtarlal* 
have been uaod, When ^ o  li^cr ol.teC wtivlty InvolvaB 
the reoall of other Itemo from the earn* Hat, a* In oxper-
ImontG In 'fhioh lar. t.i ri'l'-ntion ixbtv'val iu ooardi- 
n&tcd with order of -onll, the aimiltirity la Id.gh. In 
othor oltuibioro, c, ,, ah.;'. L/. afkci' presenta­
tion of a verbal itéra io filled with counting backward*, 
the aloila /lty lu luv*
The name author holds that it is not aafe to anouiae tlmt interpo­
lated taako only cot to limit rric, ..v.tl# K* awitlonc » oven when 
high dissimilarity ha@ eiHoted between t3\e i n t e r p o l a t:ck and the 
main learning task, expérimente lmv@ demonati'Cted oig.ilflocnt mounts 
of retroactive inhibition. Prom the idwo diaouesion cn the effect* 
of iritorpol^ Lvd evti'/lty on & lof.^ 'Alng task, it would nae;^  necaeaary 
to oonoludo tJ:.!.; ;wo or rc) of ioturZ.rL'..co doee W:* place even wlien 
the two t. ohu isve low elmilarity. "llhou ;:i there is a tendency, under 
distribut'd Yr^otioa oondltlone, for Ihe Inturpulatod task to interfere 
with the main learning taak, this interferenoe appears to ai'fcot the 
main taek "cerformanoe to a lesaer extent than massed practice oonditione* 
This i* su T^eted by the general superiority of distributed practice 
over maaeed practice#
In the preaent e%.;ari:jent, perfo.i oe of the symbol cancellation 
task require* the subject to draw a line through certain eymbol* r:indamly 
arr^mged in rawe <%% a sheet of g..' :frr. Three different key symbole to 
th# left of each row denote the ayiibols throu'irh which lines are to be 
drawn. The fcllcwing i* an emmpls of a row of thee* symbole including 
three key symbols on the loft#
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The learning procedure oonaieted of the liet of nonoenee eyllablee 
being presented in a oonetant order on the tWMBory drum by the antiolpa- 
tion method, i.e, eeoh eylleble bad to be spelled out loud juet before 
it aotually appeared in the preoentution window of the memory drum, if 
the reepone* warn to be judged oorreot,
Saoh eubjeot woe taken into & well-H hted, relatively maell offioe 
end w e  oented oomfortably before the mmoozy drum, Pacing eeob eubjeot 
wee a bare beige colored wall, The memory drum wan altuated on a deak 
($4" I 33")# four Inohee from the f^nt ed;)3 with approximntely equal 
table dletanoe on eaoh aide, Rbleee, oonsieting of muffled volcea, 
belle, etudenta wying from olaee to olaeo between porlodo, public 
mddreee ennouncwente (three (wourrenoee) and tmffio sound*, were un­
controlled during th# experimental eeeaione, Althou# the public addree# 
eyetcm wae dieoonnected In the experimental room it atill could be beard 
from the other rooM,
%ie followlA/ étendard inotruotione were read to each eubjeot, and 
all queetlone pertaining to the Inetruotlon# were answered before the 
experiment etarted#
You have been ohoeen to take part in an experlzMmt 
in learning* Our task is to gain information on tb# 
epeed of learning noneenee ayilAblee by bi^ eohool 
student#, A ncnaens# syllabi# ie a cwzblnAtlon of latter# 
that has no meaning* The following combination of letters 
wgST" is an example of one nonsens* syllable* A grotqp of 
10 nonsense syllables will be presented, one at a time, 
in the window of a memory drum, and your task is to antic­
ipate each eyllable by spelling it out loud just before 
it appears in the window* Bowever, inaswoh as you have 
never seen the nonsense syllables before, you will not be 
able to bo Tin «uitlcipating thw until pfter th* first
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trial. When you begin you will flret see three little 
etanx; thi# will be the cue to tell you ^  flret coneenee 
eylleble of the list ie about to uzipe' r* ?h* appofummce 
of each noneenee ayllablo will be the oi* for you to epell 
out the next eyllablo beforo it actually ooco.ra in the 
window. Ihie ie the procedure y3u follow for the whole 
liet of eyllebles, and for eaol. tiTini. You will continue 
anticipating the w~liablou by spoiling each one w t  loud 
just before it up in the wliklow until you are told 
to stop*
Bow over here ie the memory drum and here ie the 
aeoory drum window in which the nonsense syllables will 
appear. If you have any queetione I will answer them now.
Once the experiment starts you must not sek any questions 
àe th^ can not be snewered,
Ii ^ tion to the above instructions the distributed prsotioe subjects
were told the following,
There will be u .wcKXid interval between caoh trial.
Durin ; this iut;?ry';l .ruu will be proaontsd with eeveml 
sheets of paper which will hcvo written on them rows of 
eyhbolm, BeAzre such line on tlw left hand side of the 
page, there will be tIu?eo key a,y*bole. These key ayabols 
are the onoo wlilch tell you wMt symbol# in each now you 
are to draw a line t'^ rou ji with your pen*
The dietriWted practice subject# were %ien i^ iown a eynbol oancellaticn 
sheet and required to work on the firet row of symbole to ensure that 
tWy understood what to do.
In order to Insure a smooth transition fr@m the learning of non­
sense syllables to sysbol cancellation and from cancellation to learning, 
the subjects were told to turn ismedlataly to the symbol cancellation 
task when they saw the stars end to turn immediately back to the 
learning task when the experimenter said "okay".
A rewrd of the number of nonsense «qrllebles oorreotly antloipatod 
on each trial up to end includin ; trial 30 we# kept for all subjects* 
Ismediatcly after the criterion of 30 trials (determined by means 
of the pilot study) was reached by each subject in anticipating tbs
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noAMHM syllables, th# subject wao asked to rsproduo# on s sheet of
paper (H" X by drswiag# in sny order, as ss:%r geometrloal figures
as he oQUld recall. %is procedure w&s a free recall asasurement of
Incidental lo&rulng. The specific instructions were as follows*
Sere is a sheet of on which you are to draw, in
any order you wish, t)if fl urea tba! . oru to the right 
of the noneense syllable.' and which ap;x4%rod in tbs 
""^ n^ozy (Trun %'indow alon . with the noanonoe syllables, 
br&w no rjsry of the fi/U'4»e aa you can recall. You will 
have three ninuts# to corjplste this task.
The above three minute period woe oho sen as it was thoiiÿ:^ ! to be a 
reasonable aoount of tine foi' t};# eubjocts to eoz^ olot# the task. Also 
tbs time perlcfl of two mir* t ; ueed by HeiimrlT Saltamm (l?53) in a 
recognition prom^dure inflMcnood the present exporiwisnter in his ohclos 
cf a tjm od.
Imosdlately the throe minutes were up the subject was ;glven
another sheet of paper (11" X at the top of which wore the .gccmct-
rical " I 'OS arranged in a diffei'cnt order from that ueed in the exper- 
iriont proper, and dxr.ni the left cldc were the nonae/'Co syllabize arranged 
in the caRc order '" they were presented or t\u drufa, aubjeots
were ln.?tr%iOt';^ d to woke a oheoic maj*; the appropriate eqo&re, which 
oorrespondod to the correct ooobination of rsoactriof l fljTurc; end non­
sense oyllable ac wfxs durln-' the trlîls on the nemory druA,
In abort, tkiz: oeoond re thud wan a reo^fall. of ocrlal position 
of Inol'lvutr. lemming. A laorc ro ''etc dlsouaslon of thope two ncthnds 
(froe recall and recall of serial position) was reported on pc.gs 73. 
fbr tho above rooall of serial position measurement of incidental 
learning tho following instructions wore given.
On thie shoot qf paper will i:i the colimm on the
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left th* 10 Monoeoa# eyllsble* in the earn# order us they 
vore prurcnted on the nenor/ cL-uii* In t W  row at the 
top of Wic paper are the fi jurcs, vhioh appeared to the 
fi' ht of the w u ,  rcc eylJjabloo when they were preeontod 
in the window of t W  memor/' Ilowovor tho figures
ae on this eheot o^ pcacr ure not in the oaue
order ae they appeared with tun noneenee eyllahloo when 
presented to you, Your t < j lo m.\tce a oheo'e raoA in 
tl*e appropriate equere wliloh oon ,00 te up eooh noiwenne 
eyllr.blo %.llh ite oorreot flj'ir:. aa they uero jirouented 
to you on the nwoiy drum#
The eubjeote eleo bed three minutoe to do tkia task, end at the end 
of thi# time eome oheok vae ma&@ to aee if the eubjeot# had mde any 
deliberate attempt to learn the irrelevant etigwll. All timing through­
out tlw experimxmt woe done by meune of a atop wato&^
All eubjeote were amked at the end of the oiqxariwnt how they felt 
about it, then thanked for their effort and requested not to mention 
what tocA: plane to anyone#
Analysis of Results
1# The analywie of varlanoe technique of analyzing data yields P-ratios# 
If of those pz^ iva to bo ci giiflcqnt, further toetlng by 10'ne of a 
t-toet la roqulrod to diaoovoi" between which groups or sots the algnifl- 
oant dl'*'' UOO0 j' , !d.
A comparison of the *t of relevant leamlu;;, i,e, the number of 
nonaen^ ayllables oorreotly ontlclp.ziad by the two exporiaenW. and two 
oontrol .groups was This was done by means of a complex analysis
of variance on three factors (conditions of pmotice, prosenoe or abcenoe 
of incidental etimuli, and blooko of trials) with repeated meacures on 
the last factor, Viner (l$62, p#33?) ouTcnts using this type of analy­
sis of vsriano* where there is a three-fhotor experiment with repeated
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measure# on only on# of th# faotoro. Before th# analyei# of variano# 
waa performed, Coohran's teet (Winer, 1962) for ÎMmtxgeneitF of varlano# 
wa# applied to thm data#
2# % e  dlfforenoe between the amount of Inoldental leamlng of the 
maaeed end diatributod %vraotioe wan ompared by mean# of a t-te#t
(Ckiilford, 1956), Sdnoe it va# predicted that inoldental learning 
would be .rxwiter maeeed iraotlce than uUar dimtributed preotloe,
a one-tall test wae uaed# thereby Inereaaing the probability of 
obtaluln.; support for the main hgpotheais, (Veinbrr Sohumakor# 1962)# 
By oonvention the five per cent level and the one por oent level 
of oonfidonoc are adopted in payoliolo ical eaggerimont## For th# pur- 
pooo# of thi# study, a differonoe at or beyond the five per cent level 
of oonfidonoe waa oonoidorod aa euggeating eignlfloanoe, but requiring 
further confirmation, a# ie conventional in tliie type of study# By 
accepting the *05 rather than th* #01 level of ooofldenoe the proba­
bility of ocmmittlng a *** error (saying there 1# a difference 
when in fact there 1# not) was increaeed, However, the consequences 
of ocmmltting this error in the present type of experiment would not 
likely be ooneldered a# hs fm serlou# coneequenoee.
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RESULTS
Tbe mean moore# of the number of nomiwww) syllableo oorreotly 
ontlolpatod por blook of trimlo ly the four groupa (maoood pmotioo 
group with irrelevant etimuli, mneaed praotioe grouq* without Irrelevant 
etimuli, dletrlbuted pmotioe group with irrelevant stimuli, distrib­
uted pmotloe group without irrelonwt stimuli) are dopioted grephiosHy 
in Mg# 1# Before osrrying out an snalyels of vnrlsnoe, the data were 
mibjeoted to OotAmn's (V&ber, 1962) teat for homogeneity of varlsnoe, 
The result, 0 # 0.296, did not reooh the orltioal value (O - *4884) at 
the *01 level of eignifloenoe, thus inoreaeing oonfldenoe in the use of 
the analysis of varleooe teohnique in the present e W y ,
The results of the analysis of vnrianoe are presented in Table 2*
An P ratio eignifloont beyond the *01 level of ocmfidenoe was obtained 
for oondltlone of prsotioe* In view of the above signifleant P ratio, 
t-tests were applied to the massed and distributed praotioe groups* In 
doing so, the wildiin group varianoe (Thble 2) was used In oooputlng the 
standard error of the differunoe. The above prooedure ie sik^ rested by 
Oullford (1956) w hm booogeneii^ of varianoe exists# An inspection of 
Table 3 and Pig* 2 indloates that the differeiwes between the W o  
oontrol groups and between the diatributed#oontrol and maased eiq^ eri- 
mental i^ roups were signlfloant at the *01 level of owfidenoe, and the
98
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Pig. 1. Mean number of nonsense syllables anticipated by the four 
groups (massed practice group without irrelevant stimuli, massed practice 
group with irrelevant stimuli, distributed practice group without 
irrelevant stimuli, and distributed practice group with irrelevant 
stimuli) per block of trials.
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3
A Comparison of Intentional learning between Haaaod and Dlatribwtad
Groqp#
Bourse df t
Between 2 control group* j6 3,93 **
Between 2 experimental group# 36 2,62 *
Between maeeed+oontrol and &ietrib*te&«e%p*rt8eatal group# 36 2,23 *
Between dietributei-eoatrol and maa#o4#experlBeRt@l group# 36 4,31 **
#P. ,03 " 2,01
P, ,01 # 2,6?
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Fig, 2, Comparison o f learning under massed and d is trib u ted  
practice in  the presence and absence o f irre le v a n t s tim u li.
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%illfferenoe* between the two expérimental groupa and between the maeaed"' 
oontrpl and dietributed-experimeatal group* were elgnifioant at the #03 
level of ooafl&enoe*
Again laepeotlon of gable 2 ehowe that no eig&lfloant effect on 
learning v&e found attributable to the presence of irrelevant stimuli, 
nor was there any eignifioant dlffbrenoe in learning a* a result of the 
interaotioB between oonditione of practice and treatment (irrelevant 
stimuli vs* no irrelevant stimuli)*
finally, a* shown by Babl# a one-tailed t*t»st of two mean 
dlfferenoe in tbs amount of inoidantml lo(.,Aüi.;; under massed and dis­
tributed practice as measured by the free recall method approached 
significance at the #03 level of confidence#
Table 4
A Quantitative Ommpariscn of Incidental Learning under Massed and
Distributed Practice
fWssed Distributed
df t
Mean # Mean SD
Incidental learning 2.4 1.34 1.4 1.4) 2& 1.6?
m# #*» ## m» mm «#» mm mm- mm ww. mm mm -m». *m '*** mm mm im» #w m» mm- mm mm mm mm mm ## mm mm mm mm mm mm mm
* P .03 * 1+70 (cne-tailed test)
In conclusion, (1) a significant difference wag found between the 
massed practice groups and the distributed praotioo groupe In the 
learning of nonsenge syllables, (2) there was ao slgalfioant difference 
in the leamin z of nonsense syllables in the presence or absence of 
irrelevant stimuli, ()) practice conditions did not interact with the
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prsaeno* or abeeno* of Irrelevant atlmull to affeot Boneeae# syllable 
le&rniag* (4) a one*talled t-teet ladloated no aljnlflo&nt differenoe 
in the amount of incidental learning under maeeed and dletributed 
practice; however, the difference that was obtained did approach the 
*03 ai&Biflo&aoe level*
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DI^OJlUlüB ''TTVB3
Tb* euperlority of distributed practice ccndltlo&a to mooeed 
practice condltione in the number of noneenee eyllobloe correctly antic­
ipated &8 shown in Table 3 and l , 2 is not Gurprislng ginoe virtually 
all previous experiment* have found thi* to bo the oaee. With reference 
to the main hypotheele, via. that incidental rnii.; will bo greater 
under maaeod practice than under dletributed practice, it wag not aup- 
ported at the preecribed level of confidence. Bbwevor, cinca the 
difference in the amount of Incidental learning, no aeacurod by a one- 
tailed t-teat, almost reached the ,0) level of aigaifioanoe (t * 1*67), 
thla result ia in the predicted direction#
It wae predicted, jthesi# (b), that the learning of nonaense 
syllable* would b# inferior (smaller amount learned in 30 trials) under 
distributed practice condition* in the presence of Irrelevant stimuli 
than in their absence. Inspection of Pig* 1 and Pig. 2 show* that the 
distributed practice condition with irrelevant stimuli present resulted 
in leo9 learning than the oeae condition without irrelevant stimuli, 
but the onalysie of variance, Table 2, yielded a nonsignificant P value, 
thus indicating that thlc difference between the two distributed 
practice group* did not roach on acceptable level of significance. 
Contrary to hypothesis (a), via. that the le mlng of no&Gcnse syllables 
will be faster under maased practice when the ocmetrioal figures ore
97
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present ae oooparod to when theae stimuli ore absent, the above P value 
alee lodioatee that there woe no ol ."loant differenw in tbs amount 
of nonsense aylloblee learned by the two massed pmotioe groups*
Due to the vary different relevant tasks, varied incidental learning 
situations and stimuli, and the differences in subjects and procedure, 
a meaningful comparison of the amount of incidental learning in the 
various experiments (reviewed on pages 32*39) with that of the present 
study ie extremely difficult* Bewevor, with one exception, the mean 
incidental learning scores of the above experiments ore considerably 
larger than those of the present invsetigatlcn*
Without a suitable criterion, i#e* a number of experiments using 
similar subjects, materials, tasks, sad procedure, it is extremely 
difficult to gauge the relative difficulty (relative to other similar 
experiments) of the intentional la rning task, and its facilitation 
of or intorfbrsocs with incidental learning* If it is assumed that 
the intentional task in the preesnt study was experienced as compara­
tively difficult, and if sufficient evidence can be presented to indi­
cate that the subjects of this experiment performed under high anxiety, 
then the findings (pages 34*37) of Spielbergcr, Goodstein, and Dshlstrom 
(1938) suggest a possible explanation for the small degree of inci­
dental learning obtained. In the above authors* experiment on inci­
dental learning it wau found that a #rcup of high and low anxious 
subjects recalled relatively easy stimuli 730 of the time, complex 
stimuli 360 of tbs time, and stimuli intermediate in difficulty 640 of 
tbs time, Performance of the high anxiety subjects on the complex 
stimuli woo Inferior to that of the low anxiety subjects* delated to
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the above, Silveaman'a (1934) otudyfdbawMlthat oubjeot# performing on 
both a difficult and an eaey Intentional taak under high anxiety mani- 
feete&alowor degree of incidental learning than subjects performing 
the name t aka under relatively low anxiety (low in compariaon to the 
high anxiety subjects). Furthermore, incidental learning was greater 
when the intentional task van relatively easy than when it vao diffi­
cult# These two étudiés indioate that (a) when the intentional and 
irrelevant tasks are relatively complex, incidental learning tcndc to 
bo inhibited, (b) high anxiety also tends to interfere with incidental 
learning.
As indicated previously, there is reason to believe that anxiety 
msy hove played an important role in limiting the amount of incidental 
learning in the present study* This effeot of hi,h anxiety on the 
amount of incidental learning (as reported on 33«38) baa received 
fairly substantial confirmation. It will be recalled (pagec 33"34) 
that absterbrook (1939) euggeetedtbat a decrease in the range of cue 
utilization takes place under increased drive (s*g, high anxiety) and 
the above range décru oc is considered to have occurred when the degree 
of incidental learnln. hfO loscened* Osiag animals as eubjecte Bruner, 
Matter and Papaoek (l933) discovered that high motivation (food depri­
vation) reetricto the use of ones (docroase in "breadth of learning"). 
In addition. Gambe and Taylor (1932) demonstrated with human subjects 
that, in a situation which the authors considered to be mildly threat­
ening, their subjects* performance was negatively affected# mors errcro 
and more time was required to perform the task. The above threatening 
situation coaalsted of oodin; santenoes which the experimenters judged
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to bo "repugnant or ombarraoBlng" to their oubjeote. Finally, aa 
reviewed previously, experiments by Bahriok, Fitts and danktn (1932); 
Bahriok (1934); Aborn (l953); Silverman (1934) and Silverman & Blits 
(1936), employing human subjects, obtained reoulta supporting Ebster- 
brook*e postulated relationship between high drive and incidental 
learning. In revealing this negative relationship between high drive 
and the amount of incidental learning, the first two experiments made 
use of a positive Inoontlve drive (money) and Aborn (1933) used anxioty 
drive (induced failure). Anxiety drive (induood threat of shook) vas 
also utilised by Silverman (1934) and Silverman and Blits (1936), in 
thsir rospeotlve studies* In addition Silverman and Blits found the 
above mentioned nu itlve relationship between high anxiety (&8 measured 
by the Taylor Seale of Manifest Anxiety (1933) ) aod amount of incidental 
learning*
Overt manifestations vhioh oould be interpreted as signs of anxiety 
were obeerved in the subject* during testing in the present otudy. For 
instance, a number of subjects oade self-depreciating remarks when they 
responded incorrectly; some tended to wipe their hands oriodloally on 
their olothes; others had trembling hands or quavering voices and a few 
even displayed tears* Gommento made after the experiment were; "What 
a stupid testl", "Is this related to Intel.! eioe?", "What does this 
tell you about me?", "Could this be used to place me in the four*year 
programae?" Other subjects, who did not spontaneously volunteer any 
observations, when naked how they fblt about the experiment said that 
they found it difficult; that It mads them nervous end they wars relieved 
when it woa all over. In short, it was the expérimenteras impression
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that moot of the oubjeote wore aaxloua during the testing end eaae were 
highly aaxloue*
The presence of anxiety under theoo conditions ie probably not 
unexpected since grade nine otudents generally lack eOphiGtloation con­
cerning peyohologlcal expérimenta* The lack of sophistication of the 
aubjeota in the present experiment ia implied in their previously 
mentioned, rather naive otatementa* In addition, e nine students 
tend to experience the now hi-h sohool situation, under normal oiroum- 
Gt^noes, as relatively etroGefül in ooBparieon to the generally more 
relaxed, less demanding environment of the elementary sohool* If the 
impression is correct that the subjects of this study wore generally 
performing, under a fair amount of anxiety, a task whioh they experienced 
as relatively difficult, it would eeem reasonable to conclude that this 
combination of factors olayed an Important part in influencing the 
degree of incidsntaj i rninj* Intuitively^ it would aleo seem that 
subjects performing under the rather demanding mwosed practice conditions 
(no )t interval) would be in a relatively g.o.'tcr anxiety eliciting 
situation* This would bo expected to have a acre marked adverse effect 
on incidental learning.
Consistent with the assumptions underlying the hypotheses of the 
present investigation (page ?0) it would aeem that the more frequent 
and intense the need for novel stimuli As, the creator the poseihility 
of incidental learning occurring* Since inhibition taw;expected to be 
at its asymptote at approximately trial 30 (based on the pilot ctudy 
findings, page 30) it would be expcoLed that the need for novel stimuli 
would also be at a high level. As & recuit, it could be argued that it
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would hüvo boon more advantageous for the purposes of tho present exper­
iment to have had the four groups perform for a number of trlole beyond 
trial 30* This would appear to be & valid procedure aa long an there 
ia not a great difforeaoe in the number of eubjeote of the four groupe 
that have oorreotly antiolpotod all the noneonae syllables on a number 
of trialo previous to trial 30* The above exception to continuing 
praobioe on the intentional task ufter the oubjeote have correctly antic­
ipated the whole liat of noneenoe syllables a certain number of times 
ia based on the expectation that, there would tend to be on increasing 
loss in motivation and interest with each eucoeosive trial. Although 
the subjects wo Id probably continue to perform the task to ooet the 
demands of the experimenter, the above assumed deore&se in motivation 
and interest would very likely be experienced as an increasing feeling 
of boredom or monotony* It would seem reasonable to assume that the 
above postulated ohang* in the subjeote* eet-to-learn would be corre­
lated with an iocroase in the probability of the subjects seeking novel 
stimuli (inorooeed awareneso of geometrical figures)* Tbie in turn 
would bo expected to result in greater incidental learning in the group 
which bad the most subjects who experienced the greatest degree of 
boredom or monotony by trial 30, If this assumption ie oorreot it 
would be highly difficult to interpret any difference in amount of inci­
dental learning between the two experimental groups as & function of 
practice conditions.
It will be recalled (page 30) that inhibition was gra&toGt for the 
massed practice group of the pilot study at trials 30 and 31, The 
above conclusion was based on the assumption that inhibition is at, or
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oloao to ita asymptote, where the graateet dlffarenoe ooourred in the 
mean number of aoaeene* eyllableo anticipated on two oonaeoutlve trials, 
between the maeeed and distributed practice jroupe. Since the greatest 
difference between the two control group* and the jreateet difference 
between the two experimental group* of the main etudy reeulted from 
averu Ting the mean score* obtained on trlale 2# and 26 (control group*) 
end the mean oocre* obtained on trial* 23 and 24 (experimental groups) 
and aubtraotin each maesed practice avr from its corresponding dis­
tributed practice sver&go, it would appear that inhibition approached 
it* asymptote five and seven trials earlier for the maesed-eontrol and 
maesed-experimental groupe respeotively than for the massed group of 
the pilot study. If the above Resumption conoemlng the trials where 
inhibition ie at or olose to its maximum for the three massed practice 
groups (massed-experimental group, maased-sontrol group, and massed 
group of pilot study) is valid, then it would seem reasonable to con­
clude that tbs subject* of the experimental maaeed group h&d the benefit 
of performing for a number of trials (seven) beyond the point where 
inhibition was close to its ii it point, Thus the procedure (sug- 
geeted on pages 101-102) postulated to facilitate an iooreaae in inci­
dental learning seems to have been met to some degree,
The fact that the greatest difference in the number of noneenee 
syllables learned under massed and distributed practice occurred at 
different trials fbr the various groups (pilot study groups, experi­
mental and control group# of main study) al;ht be explained as follows# 
extravert* supposedly build up inhibition faster and to a greater extent 
than Introverts (BysonCk, 1937)* Since thi* variable was not controlled
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In the present study, it oould very well be that the above three groupe 
differed in the number of extroverted eubjeote. This oould explain why 
inhibition approached Ite asymptote %t different trialo for the various 
groups.
On examining the data it wuo dlooovorod that two subjects of the 
oaasad-oontrol group; two subjeote of the massed-experiosntal group; 
nia* subjects of the dlstributed-oontrol , p and fbur subjects of the 
dlstributed-exporiaeat&l group, roached the criterion of one perfect 
anticipation by the 30th trial*
Tbic difference between the two distributed practice groups os 
compared to no difference between the two maased-praotloe groups might 
be interpreted us follows; the presence of irrelevant stimuli tends to 
distract or interfere with tbs learning of th* intentional task (isamin# 
of nonsense syllables) under distributed practice conditions* Bowever, 
the fbet that th# learning of the relevant stimuli under massed practice 
did not show any impairment In the presence of the irrelevant stimuli 
su Sts th# conclusion that the irrelevant stimuli, in addition to 
functioning as a distractor, also act aa a dissipator of inhibition, 
la effeot, it is Implied that the strength of the distracting and dis­
sipating functions arc such that they cancel each other out, hence the 
look of a si f.fioant difference between the two mossed practice groups 
in the number of subjects reaching the criterion of one perfect antic­
ipation by trial 30* Inasmuch as distributed practice supposedly 
allows for inhibition to be dissipated during the rest intervals, then 
the irrelevant stimuli should function only in a distracting capacity. 
This is reflected In the fact that leas than half as many subject* of
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1k%M» #j9K*u%» ixwawibdxi fWk*» nJbonn* <irit«3?icm by trial
!30 1x1 GM3Q%>ajriai@n 1%; fWb# rKXBtMei' ojP fiulxjoota IKbsit reached t&ilai (MPitb&aclqwi 
iai IWhKi dbLehb%yLbt%t<Kl.<*o@it:x)l gxmawyp.
Ill tdh# preaMM&i; «aqp+Mdment Kkwn* lai no Twagr o:T iwx&liag ifkMsttM*!" the 
«ypatM»! oonoollation taak (uiaed to prevent rehearsal dhirtnar the rest 
Interval# of distributed, preotio#) facilitated, interfered with, or bad 
any effeot on th* direct learning or on the incidental learning of th# 
diatributed practice experimental group* Proactive and retroactive 
inhibition are usually obtained when the proactive and retroactive task# 
consist of stimuli and responses which are similar but different to 
those of the main learning task. These proactive and retroactive tasks 
08 indicated by ouch of the literature require that the subjects attempt 
to le&m them* The above learning would be expected to lead to a much 
greater degree of the above forms of inhibition than would on activity 
quite dissimilar to the main learning task which held the subjects* 
attention but did not require learning. It would seem that an inter­
polated task like that described above would be a great deal acre un­
likely to interfere with incidental loar"Ln since the subjects have 
not been instructed to learn the irrelevant stimuli* Speaking about 
the effoote of interpolated tasks ae possible causes of interference, 
Postman (1944, p,173) has this to any#
It ie clearly haaardoue to assume that interpolated activi­
ties merely serve to prevent rehearsal and do not function 
ae effective ecurcee of interference over short retention 
intervale. The objection to thie assumption ie not removed 
when the learning materials end th# interpolated stimuli 
are highly dissimilar# In conventional rotc-leaming 
studies substantial amounts of retroactive inhibition 
have been obtained even when the intertask similarity was 
low. Such interference appears to be largely a matter of
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"generalised reeponee ooapetition", i*e,, the S'u tend­
ency t@ pereiet in the jorfoauanoe of the interpolated 
teak when required to resell tho original liat (newton 
and Wiokena, 19$6; lootmaa and Oiley, 1939)» Perform­
ance deorementa owing to a loae of aet are very likely to 
OGour in erperlaente on abort-term retention in whioh 8a 
are required b* **itoh rapidly from one activity to 
another# * , * The fact that the kinda of activitlea 
which are need to fill the retention intervale aleo 
produce eignlfloant proactive effeota likewiee pointe to 
the presence of Intereeriol intorferenoee*
Speaking about the similarity of the interpolated tæk, the oome author
(Postman, 1964, p,173) states*
When the interpolated activity involves the r&oall of 
other items from the aome list, &s In experiments in 
which len;th of retention interval la coordinated with 
order of recall, the simil rity is hi:h# In other situa­
tions, c*.;,, when the interval after presentation of a 
verbal item is filled with oounttn; backwards, the simi­
larity is low,
Although Postman refers above to th# effect of interpolated res­
ponses on the short term retention of a task, it would osaa to the 
writer that Postman## "generuliaed response ooapotitloa" explanation 
of interpolated task Interference could also apply, but to a lesser 
degree, to longer rote learning activities. It would seem reasonable 
to expect even less "generalised response competition", if any, by a 
dissimilar nCB-learning interpolated activity, with incidental lormlag. 
In addition, it oould be argued that the set to perform the interpolated 
responses oould through generalisation a:ke the subjects more aware of 
the irrelevant stimuli, resulting in some or all of any ezioting effects 
of response competition interference being cancelled out*
From the forsacing discussion it would seem reasonable to conclude 
that the interpolated task of the present investigation bad véry little, 
if any, effect on incidental learning. However, to Increase the
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experimental control over any poeeible effect* of Interpolated reeponeee 
on incidental learning, under the oondltlons of the present experiment, 
it would be necessary to make use of the reeult# gleaned from a eerie* 
of experioente where the stimuli and roeponaee of the intorpol^tod 
activity wore varied as to similarity with those of both the main and 
incidental tasks holding all other variables constant*
Turning again to the present experiment, ferhaps tbs only tentative 
conclusion ooooerrin the effect of the interpolated task on incidental 
learning would be that the presence of the "cross" symbol in the symbol 
cancellation taak might facilitate the recall of this same symbol in 
the incidental learning task* Since only the distributed-experimental 
group would benefit from this double-exposure, so to speak, it would 
follow that the incidental learning of the above geometrical figure 
would be greater in thie group than in th* maeeed-experimental group* 
Supporting the above Brown (1934) has shown, os one would expect con­
cerning intentional learning, that incidental learning increases with 
an laoreaoe in tbo number of presentations of stimuli* Thie double- 
exposure of the "cross" symbol should also result in the distributed- 
experimental group manifesting greater incidental learnt of this 
figure then any of the other figures, Keither of these expectations 
Was subot&atlatod sinoe this figure was recalled (free recall) onoe by 
the distributed-experimental group and once by the mnosed-experimental 
group. Analysis of the result* obtained by the oerial recall method 
indicated that this geometrical figure was never paired with its oorra- 
aponding nonsense syllable by the dletributed-experimental group and 
only twice by the m&@**d-*xporia@ntal furthermore, eix figuro*
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were recalled more frequently and eight figwrea were correctly paired 
more often with their oorreepooding nonaenae eyllahloa than w e th* 
"oroae" geoaetrioal figure by the dietrihutod-ezperioental group.
The large within group varionoe (Table 2) may reflect important 
individual dlfferanoea whioh ahould have been controlled in the preoent 
etudy* Bar ioatanoa, ia a future experiment it would be well to control 
fbr individual difference* arleing fro* poraonallty factor* such as 
anxiety aod introverBlan-extravereion, deferring to the poroonality 
variable "introveraion-extravoraloa", Bynenok (1937) reviews a number 
of experimental Bysenok, 1937$ Treadwell, 1936; Broadbent, 1936;
Claridge, 1936; FUrncaux, 1933# Gain, 1942, whioh tend to support hi* 
theory that extrovert* when performing a acnotoooue or routine task 
build up inhibition wore quickly and to a greater degree than introvert*, 
Thi* introvereion-extraversion factor oould lead to diffioultio* la 
interpreting the reoult* of the preeent study* Fbr instance, if it 
were unknown to th* experimenter that one of the experimental groups 
was significantly ^ weighted in ertmverted eubjeot* thi* could load to 
a difference in the amount of incidental learning of the two groups* 
Consistant with the assumption* underlying the hypotheses (outlined on 
page 70), thie greater degree of inhibition (resulting from & differ- 
enos in the number of extreverte) is expected to be aosooi&tsd with a 
greater need fOr novel stimuli, The present experiment predicts that 
the above need fbr novel stimuli will result in more incidental learning. 
The amount* of incidental learning resulting froa * difference 
in the degree of extroversion of two group* would mask the expected 
differential deireo of incidental learning resulting from the conditions
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of aaaood and distributed ^ruotioe,
Tbo aau* problem oould result from the uncontrolled factor of 
anxiety# which as pointed out previously, appears to be an important 
variable Influenoioj the degree of Incidental learning. In short. It 
is quite possible that the important variables of anxiety and intro- 
veraioB-axtravereion, since they were not controlled in the present 
investigation, oould have been the reason fOr tbo predicted flndlnge 
not reaohln an acceptable level of statistical u ^^ ifioanoo*
In future experiments adequate controls oould be introduced by 
using suitable tests or questionnaires so as to % tch ouch eubjeot on 
the above relevant pereonolity dimensions, A possible way of limiting 
the degree of anxiety arising froa the experimental situation, would be 
to require the subjects (previous to tbs main experiment) to take part 
in one or two simple experi&ento, similar in nature to that of the main 
Invoatig&tion. At tbs earns tine it would be neoeseary to roaeaure the 
subjects that these experiments hove nothing to do with pocsing, intolli" 
genoe, or changing of courses, etc. The above procedure would be 
expected to increase th* experimontal sophistication of the subjects, 
thereby reducing anxiety#
Certain experiments (Kimble, 1930$ Waoserman, 1931) present evi­
dence to support the contention that high motivation should allow fbr 
a greater aooumul' tlon of reactive inhibition, thus postponin , the 
occurrence of the automatic rest pause. If the above relationship 
between motivation and inhibition is vall^it would seen reasonable to 
coeume that, if this involuntary rest pause doeo not occur as often due 
to high motivation, than the turning towards or genaitlvity to novel
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etioull would also be JeoreAced* Thlo doorcase in eeaeltivlty or need 
of novel stimuli would reault in lose incidental lacrain;. A pooeible 
8Ü utlon for miBlmlsln# both motivation and anxiety* thereby inoreaslng 
incidental learning (Type II) would be to omit from the ioatruotione 
requirement* to loam the atimuli of the main t&ek (nonsense aylleble#) 
'whllo at the saae tloe making certain that the r u ite are avaro of 
and react to these mtl&ull. Thie might bo done by having the subjects 
perform a euit&ble orienting t&ak (e.g., prouo rcln, the otiouli). The 
above would be @lall;r to the Typo I loan roooduro. Postman (1964, 
p,106) atateo# "In Type I the S is exposed to the otlmulus m&toriale 
but fivon no instructions to leem * Pollowiu; t ic  expoauro bio reten­
tion is tested unexpectedly#" The orienting task ia  the means whereby 
the subject* are exposed to the utimuli» The arraa.t f it of the irrel­
evant otimuli (geometrical fl;ui08) would remain the oame as in the 
present study. To illustrate further* it seems reasonable to postulate 
that the following non-learning instructions - the purpose of thi* 
experiment is to discover whether practising pronunciation on a list 
of nonsense syllable# will Improve or hinder reading - would bo loss 
motivating sod leas onxioty produ than the learning instruotioaa - 
the purpose of thie experiment is to see how foat high school student* 
con learn & list o f nonsenoe syllables (instruction need in present 
ioveotigatiOB).
Since a number of studies Indicated that the amount of incidental 
learning tended to be emoller when the Intentional and irrelevant 
tasks were difficult (pa es 93-99) than when theoo taaks were easy, it 
Twould aeem th&t by not requiring the subjects to loam the stimuli of
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the aoia toak tbl# would significantly reduce th* difficulty of thi# 
tusk# In addition, the learning of the Irrelevant stimuli (the Type II 
incidental learning procedure) would probably be facilitated by increasing 
the meaningfulBeeo of theae stimuli# Postaan (l964) refers to a number 
of eaperlTmats whioh support the last mentioned relationship.
In another experiment, more mature, experimentally sophisticated 
college etodents could be used since these student# would probably find 
thie experiment less complicated and leee atreosful than grade nine 
high school students,
Since a number of authors (Deese, 1958; Wbodworth & Schloeberg,
1954; and Postman, 19&4) refer to certain experiments whioh ou ret 
that recognition io often a acre sensitive indicator of retention then 
recall, it might be more beneficial to use this method to replace th# 
less sensitive serial recall measure in any future experiment concerned 
with meestmiog incidenW leamlni
Finally, in an experiment euoh os the precent one where the irrel­
evant stimuli wore expected to ploy such a crucial role, it would be 
important to insure that all other extraneous stimuli, which might 
function &o dleeipAtora of Inhibition, are controlled. This oould be 
achieved by using a sound proof room, freo of all visual stimuli except 
for colcrlcae, nnp%ttcmsd wells# If possible, nciacl### apparatus 
ivould be on important control to include in a future experiment*
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SUBüABY AWB OOQGLOSIOKS 
Sgemary
The present experiment wa@ undertaken in order to dieoover whether 
there woe o relationehip between condition* of prootioe and inoidental 
learning. 3peoifloally it wo* predicted that there would be a positive 
relationehip between aaaeed practice and the amount of inoidental 
learning. Th* subject* making up the experiment were 60 Gf&de nine 
female student* controlled a* ti and intelligence, Tbaee subject* 
were randomly assigned to tbs fwliw.ing four groups# (*) the massed 
practice group with irrelevant etlmuli preeeat, (b) the maased practice 
group without irrelevant stimuli, (c) the distributed practice group 
with irrelevant stimuli, and (d) the distributed practice group without 
irrelevant stimuli, The firat and third groups comprised the experi­
mental groups while the second and last group* made up the control 
groups,
The materials ueèd to test the above prediction consisted of a 
Bcnaeose syllable list made up according to a combination of high 
mesningfulnee* and high similarity. Situated one and a quarter inohee 
to the right of each nonsense syllable wo* a different geometrical 
figure* The ten nonsense syllable* made up the relevant learning 
stimuli while the ten corresponding geometrical fi u e made up the 
inoidental learning stimuli. The relevant learning task was to spell
112
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cut correctly oadh nonaense syllable bofbre It appeared In the window 
of a memory drum* la ehort, tble was a rote-leaming, eerlal antici­
pation teak* looldental learning in thie experiaent wae b^oed on 
Poetmaa'e (l$64) deeorlptiom of Type II, olaoe two incidental learning 
reported earlier on page 2.
The following oeaamptione (eupportcd by varioua expérimenta) under­
lying the present otudy were that the learning of the nonoenae syllable 
list by massed practice would give rise to negative drive (inhibition) 
and/or stimulus satiation which in turn would be associated with a need 
for novel stimuli (geometrical figures)* As the subjects sought for 
(voluntarily or Involuntarily) the novel stimuli two effects were 
expected to occur* Th# postulated inhibition and stimulus satiation 
would be dissipated and inoidental learning would increase* The above 
dissipation would be reflected in greater relevant task learning by the 
massed practice group in the presence of irrelevant stimuli as compared 
to the massed practice group in the absence of irrelevant stimuli*
Since the subjects learning under distributed practice wore able to 
dissipate any existing inhibition during the rest intervals of this 
practice condition it was assumed that there would be less need for 
these subjects to seek cut novel stimuli, hence there would be a smaller 
degree of incidental learning in the distributed practice group with 
irrelevant stimuli in comparison to the maased practice group with 
irrelevant stimuli* This increased incidental learning of tbs maosed 
experimental group os compared to the distributed practice experimental 
group would be reflected in a greater number of geometrical figure# 
learned as revealed by & f*»* recall and serial recall test given when
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th* criterion of 30 presentation* of both th* noneon** syllable* and 
corresponding gcoaetrioal figure# we# reached* Thie criterion of 30 
presentation trial* wa# arrived at previous to the experiment proper 
by means of a pilot study# It was aeeumed that the trial or trials, 
where the greatest diffbreno* in th* number of nonsense myllableo 
learned, between the maseed and distributed pructlo* groups of the 
pilot atudy, would indicate where Inhibition was at or near ite asymp­
tote under massed practice*
Ocnolueiona
Although a significant difference was obtained between the massed 
sad distributed practice groups, there wao no ot&tietioolly significant 
evidence to eupport tbs main hypothesis that Incidental lecrnia# would 
be greater under massed practice than under distributed practice# How­
ever, the results obtained were in the expected direction* In addition, 
no significant difference occurred in th* amount of relevant stimuli 
learned between the two massed practice group* or between the two dis­
tributed practise groups although there was some suggestion that the 
irrelevant stimuli played some part in impairing relevant learning 
under distributed prentice* This was reflected in the fact that two 
subjects of both the massed control group and massed experimental group 
reached th* criterion of one perfect anticipation of the list of non­
sense syllables by the 30th trial while nine subjects of the distributed 
control group and only four subjects of the distributed expefiaental 
group reached this criterion* The above was interpreted in the fol­
lowing manner# "the presence of irrelevant stimuli tends to distract
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or iaterfer* with the learning of the intentional took (learning of 
noaaonae syllablee) under distributed pmotio* condition** However, 
the fact that the learning of the relevant stimuli under maosed practice 
did not show any impairment in the presence of tbs irrelevant stimuli 
suggests the conclusion that the Irrelevant stimuli, in addition to 
functioning aa a distrastor, also act sc a dlssipator of inhibition.
In effect, it is implied that the strength of th* distracting and dis­
sipating functions ore suoh that they oancel each other out, * # * 
Inasmuch as distributed practice supposedly allows fbr inhibition to 
be dissipated daring the rest intervals, then tbs irrelevant stimuli 
should function only in a distracting capacity*" (quotation from page 
104 of Discussion),
It was suggested in the Discussion that the variables of anxiety 
and Introversion-sxtraversioB which were uncontrolled in this study may 
have been the cause of tbs results obtained not reaching statistical 
significance* The following su ^cations - matching subjects on the 
personality variables mentioned above, increasing their experimental 
sophistication, preventing extraneous stimuli from impinging upon the 
subjects sc as to dissipate inhibition, and using certain nethode to 
facilitate incidental learning, would be important additions to use in 
a future experiment that attempts to investi tv the relationehip 
between inoidental learning and conditions of practice*
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APPENDIX A 
Table 5
Chronological Ages and I.Q,, Scores for All Subjects Comprising the Four
Croups
Control Groups 
Massed Distributed
Experimental Groups 
Massed Distributed
C.A. I.Q. C.A. I.Q. C.A. I.Q. C.A. I.Q
159 109 160 113 153 133 186 104
164 132 169 96 174 121 185 96
178 94 162 109 179 96 168 109
179 104 163 . 121 156 120 169 115
184 101 171 105 171 104 169 107
171 96 174 98 163 118 167 106
162 124 174 109 179 93 174 102
177 114 169 100 169 103 162 94
169 122 171 101 168 105 160 139
165 108 161 109 175 102 178 99
183 94 172 112 180 99 173 101
167 122 173 97 171 105 166 116
172 109 179 94 161 116 167 102
159 140 167 117 162 118 182 115
188 91 170 102 169 104 173 95
Means
171.8 110.7 169.0 105.5 168.7 109.1 171.9 106,
Standard Deviations
9.01 14.04 5.28 8.27 7.28 11.11 8.34 10,
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%bl* 6
A Gomparimon of th* Mean 1*0, @oor*e
Seuroe Af t
Between 2 control group# 28 1*19
Between expérimental i>.p# 20 *58
Betweon 2 aa##e& group# 28 *29
Between 2 dletributeé group* 23 *33
Between @a8#ed«ooatrol ana dlBtribute&*#%peri*entel group# 28 ,85
Between ai#tri&ate&#oentrol and j#aa#e&*experlBent&l ,gnwqp* 28 *77
■mm mm mm -mm- mm mm- # »  mm mm mm m* mm * * *  mm mm *im -mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm # #  mm mm* •
#P ,05 " 2*05
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Table 9
Incidental Learning under Massed and Distributed Practice by Free Recall 
of Geometrical Figures and Recall of Serial Position of Geometrical
Figures
Massed Practice Distributed Practice
Free Recall of Serial Free Recall of Serial
Recall Position Recall Position
4 1 0 1
0 0 3 0
4 1 4 1
3 0 11 2
2 2 0 1
3 0 0 1
2 1 3 0
0 3 0 2
2 1 0 1
4 1 0 0
4 ■ 1 4 0
5 2 4 1
3 1 3 1
3 1 1 2
0 1 1 0
Means
2 ,6 1.1 1.6 0.9
Standard Deviations 
1.54 0.72 1.63 0.68
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